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Ledger Times
Freedom Feat Events
*****
June 22 Car & Truck Show
June 29 Beauty Pageant
June 30 "Liberty" Patriotic
Musical
July 4 0. B. Boone
Memorial Breakfast
July 4 VFW Veteran's
Memorial Service
July 4 Lion's Club 5K Run
July 4-5 Scouting Museum
Appreciation Days
July 4 Old Fashioned Street
Fair
July 4-5 Art & Craft Fair
July 4 Main Street Mile
Run/walk
July 4 Optimist Club
Parade
July 4-7 Hazel Antique Sale
July 4 Music With A Bang!
July 4 Briggs & Stratton
Fireworks
July 5 Family Day in the
Park
July 5 A Bark in the Park
July 5 Golf Tournament
July 5 Kid's Parade
July 6"Make a Difference
Day"
July 6 Storyfest '96
July 6 Country Music Fest
96
July 6-7 Tennis Tournament
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Tournament
*** * *
For more information or a
free guide call 759-2199 or
1-800-715-5004.

NATIONAL

Millions
of mayflies
cause brownout
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — In a
scene reminiscent of a 1950s
horror movie, millions of mayflies smothered a power plant,
reducing electricity for 290,000
homes and businesses and
setting off hundreds of alarms
throughout the city.
The equipment at the Toledo
Edison plant was so full of bugs
Sunday night that the mayflies
began conducting electricity
from one component to
another, authorities said.
At that point, three of the
four transformers shut down,
and the voltage dropped for
about 15 to 20 seconds. Lights
dimmed, televisions shut 'off,
alarms were triggered and hundreds of concerned residents
called police.
"No one has ever seen a
swarm like that at the plant.
Mayflies have never shut down
the facility like that," Edison
spokesman Jim Proctor said.
The plant was back on line
Monday after workers used
hoses to wash away the
mayflies.
The local mayfly population
has increased in recent years
because of measures to clean
western Lake Erie. The peak
time of year for mayflies is
around the first week of July.
Residents in the Point Place
section of Toledo have been
shoveling mayflies off their
sidewalks.
"This is disgusting," said
Dave Kaseman as he looked at
the side of his house, which
was coated with mayflies. "It
Makes your skin crawl."

MURRAY, KY 42071

New board will take on shelter
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Employees of the Calloway
County Animal Shelter were prepared to lock the doors Wednesday night and not return.
That is until the Calloway
County Fiscal Court extended the
contract for 30 days while Judge/
Executive J.D. Williams appoints
a governing board to run it.
That desicion was made on
recommendation from the society
at a special meeting of the court
Monday afternoon. The meeting
was called specifically to talk
about contract negotiations
between the county and the
society.
"I had an occasion to meet
with representatives from the
humane society last Friday and
they said they have no plans to
have employees at the shelter
Thursday morning (when the contract runs out)," Assistant County
Attorney Warren Hopkins told

the court.
The society presented Hopkins
with a proposal Friday calling for
a governing body made up of city
and county representatives along
with society, veterinarian and
civic representatives to run the
shelter.
Hopkins said the humane society would run the shelter for
another month while Williams
appoints the board, but only if the
county would pay an additional
$1,683.42 the society said is
needed to continue operation.
Those funds were granted by
magistrates and are in addition to
almost $1,500 the court had
budgeted for the shelter for July.
That brings the total to more
than $3,100 in county funds
needed for shelter operation in
the next 30 days.
The humane society has maintained and operated the shelter
under the same contract with the
county since 1987. According to

BERNARD KANE/Ledget & Times photo

Assistant Calloway County Attorney Warren Hopkins (far right) hands Magistrate Steve LAX (far
left) a
copy of a proposal presented to the court by the Humane Society of Calloway County.
president Kathy Hodge, the society has been losing money in the
process.
"Two consecutive years requir-

ing more than $70,000 for the tion," Hodge said in the proposal
shelter operations and unexpected she presented to Hopkins Friday.
legal fees have depleted the
working reserves of the organiza- • See Page 2

Spring
drenched
state with
17 inches

July 12-14 Baseball

"Since 1879"

Local benefit
office may close

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
This spring was the second wettest since 1895, according to the
Kentucky Agricultural Statistics
Service.
Between April 1 and June 18,
rainfall totals averaged almost 17
inches statewide, nearly 5.5
inches above normal. The statistics service said Monday
The wettest spring was in
1983, when rainfall statewide
exceeded a 19-inch average.
Because of the wet spring this
year, farmers struggled to get to
work in their fields. The service
said between the first day of
April and the middle of June,
only one week had more than 4
days suitable for fieldwork out of
a 6-day work week.
But for the week of June 17
through 22, days suitable for
fieldwork jumped to 4.5 out of a
possible 6 days.
TOBACCO: Burley setting
neared completion in many areas
last week, the statistics service
said.
Seventy-eight percent of set
plants were reported under 1 foot
tall; 19 percent were 1 to 2 feet

By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Under recommendations contained in a state report, the local
Employment Services Office may
close in response to reduced federal funding and staffing.
According to Bryan Armstrong, communications director
for the Department of Employment Services, the state agency is
looking at some severe cuts in
federal funding.
"Most of the money we get
goes back in unemployment benefits," he said. "We normally get
$50 million for other programs
and that figure may be down to
$43- $44 million. We are looking
at ways to handle the cuts."
Commissioner Rhonda
Richardson appointed a work
group of employees to examine
various options. According to
Armstrong, the group came up
with the proposal to close 32 of
its 60 offices across the state.

"It is unlikely that
it will be imple- •
mented as is. The
fact that an office is
on the list doesn't
mean it will close."
Bryan Armstrong
Communications director

would help the budget without
hurting customer service. Immediate savings would total
$88,822, the memo said.
"All the ones on the list fall
under certain criteria," Armstrong
said. "In order to stay open, an
office had to receive at least 600
applications or have at least 300
job placements or have at least
1,750 unemployment insurance
cases per staff member per year."

The offices are for people
The local office currently has
looking for jobs and signing up
two staff members and operates
for unemployment benefits. Some
full time. When asked about the
job seekers could be forced to
proposed closure, an employee
drive long distances or miss the
directed the question to officials
benefits the offices provide.
The memo also said that reducing the number of offices to 28 • See Page 2

JIM MAHANES/LeOger & Times photo

DOROTHY WOULD BE PROUD: Although Mother Nature
drenched Calloway County with torrential rains late Monday afternoon, she left the area with this rainbow to make up for it.

II See Page 2

Clinton supporting
constitutional amendment
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer

dants' rights," McCurry said. An
amendment would give victims
equal standing so that their concerns would be heard, he said.
Presidential support for the
amendment is part of a strategy
to take a strong stand on a traditionally Republican issue like
crime. Bob Dole already has
endorsed a victims' rights
amendment.
The Republican presidential
candidate is sure to criticize Clinton, as he has before, for embracing GOP themes. ,
In the past. Clinton has
opposed constitutional amendments dealing with flag burning
and balancing the budget. But
McCurry said he wanted a level
playing field so that victims can
be heard in court.
Dole supports an amendment
introduced in the Senate by
Arizona Republican Jon Kyl and
California Democrat Dianne
Feinstein. A different version has

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton is declaring his support for a constitutional amendment to protect the rights of
crime victims, the first time in
his presidency he has called for
changing the Constitution.
The president believes that
"the Constitution is a sacred
document that should only be
amended in the rarest of cases
and that this is one of them,"
said press secretary Mike McCurry today.
A Rose Garden ceremony was
scheduled for the announcement,
attended by victims who feel they
got short shrift in court.
Such an amendment has support in both parties, McCurry
said, but the president is not
endorsing any specific proposal.
At least 20 states already have
victims' rights amendments in
their constitutions.
"The Constitution now and
constitutional law protect defen-
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READING IS MAGIC: Magician Chris Egelston of Carterville, III. performs a magic trick using an
umbrella Monday at the Calloway County Public Library. About 100 children and parents were present for
the performance.
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II Benefit...

III Spring...

cent good and 30 percent fair.
SOYBEANS: Planting is 52
FROM PAGE 1
percent complete but still lagging
behind the 69 percent last year at the Mayfield office.
and the average of 74 percent.
Armstrong pointed out that the
Average height of emerged soy- Murray office is considered a
beans is 4 inches. Crop condition branch of the Mayfield office
was reported as 52 percent good which has 13 staff members.
and 32 percent fair.
"If the Murray office closes,
CORN: Farmers in a few the two staff members would go
waterlogged bottomland areas say to Mayfield," he said. "Currently,
they will not plant or will switch Mayfield staff members come to
to grain sorghum or soybeans. Murray to offer programs not
Corn borers are present in some available locally."
fields but continue to be a minor
Richardson's department has
problem. Some stands of corn 1,017 employees, but that number
planted in bottom land or on high is expected to be reduced through
clay content soils have yellowed attrition to 885 by the 1997-98
due to wet soil. Condition of fiscal year.
emerged corn was improved with
According to Armstrong, the
25 percent fair, 48 percent good
Murray office handled 2,483
and 19 percent excellent.
SMALL GRAINS: Wheat claims from July 1, 1994 to June
harvesting was well behind sche- 30, 1995 for unemployment
dule, with 20 percent harvested insurance, which does not meet
as of Sunday, compared with 50 the criteria for it to be on the list
percent last year and 46 percent to stay open.
Armstrong emphasized that
on average. Barley harvesting
is simply a proposal and
this
complete.
was 80 percent
nothing has been implemented.

FROM PAGE 1
tall and 3 percent were over 2
feet tall. Sunshine slowed the
spread of blue mold, which has
been identified in fields in a
quarter of Kentucky's counties.
Counties east of Interstate 65
have been affected most. In general, disease and insect pressure
was reported low. Condition of
set tobacco was reported 52 per-
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According to that document, it
costs more than $6,000 to run the
shelter in an average month, with
only $4,700 coming in from
revenue sources.

753-7763

After granting the extension
and additional funds, court members began work on the proposal
presented by the society.

MICKEY GARRISON • ARTLST

$55 for 5 two hr. sessions
$90 for 10

"They suggested a board of
five members comprised of county appointees that will be responsible for hiring, firing, adoption
policies and euthanizing," Hopkins said.

***Would you like a professional drawing of your children,
a building, etc., call for information!
•

MSS YOUR PAPER?
Call the circulation dept. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday of
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.

enough because some members
will have to miss from time to
time.
Magistrate Steve Lax, who
serves on several boards, said he
found that on the average, thmre
will always be between one to
three board members who have to
miss meetings because of prior
commitments.
The court decided to appoint a
seven-member board comprised
of two members of the fiscal
court, two members from the
Murray City Council, one member of the humane society, one
member from the veterinarian
community and one from a local
civic organization.
Murray City Adminstrator Don
Elias, who was present at Fri-

FROM PAGE 1

CALL TODAY FOR
SCHEDULING

1 YR. $72.00

Some officials across the state
don't like the idea.
"My first reaction would be
hell no," said Meade County
Judge-Executive Joe Hager. His
county's office is on the list of 32
proposed for closing, and the
nearest office would be about 30
miles away in Elizabethtown.
"People looking for jobs are not
in a position to drive 60 miles,"

Mut.ay Ledger • Timm PAPS MS 7001

He said there was some concern that five people will not be

kA wary Lodge II Tows e • mentor al Its•
Asiscomed Press, Kentucky Prow AreaWen
and Southern Howsoever* Publishers Assamban. Ihe Associated Pres• is issalustmely entitled
to news orcrwied by lAtarrow Ledger I Times

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) —
A black teen-ager has no regrets
MUST SELL ITS ENTIRE
about stopping counter INVENTORY OF NEW 1995
demonstrators at a Ku Klux Klan
HUGE 31' x 19'(0.D.)
rally from beating a man whose
FAMILY srzE sw1PAMING
was decorated with a
T-shirt
Nov!
with Simko* Fan
Confederate flag.
&Fib,
Keshia Thomas, 18, of Ypsilanti was protesting Saturday's
/co% financing!
United Area Klan demonstration when she
Act Fast While Supplies Las
joined with a group to confront
Call NOW- Toll F
the unidentified man, who also
Ask for Kelli reel
m800-759-6058 has a tattoo with a Confederate
flag on his left arm.
"Everybody started running

S929

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***

NOTICE
•

YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

** * * *** * * * * * * * *

Is YOUR
ANNUITY WORKING
AT ITS BEST FOR

)—
.
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;•

Court'Square • Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

•

HILLIARD LYONS
J I B HIIiard, W L Lyons, Inc • Member %YSE and SIPC

:29;sysett•••••4 C:919.4404 1854
hap //w•vw hahard can • in vestiltilbani corn
0 Hilliard Lyons 394

toward him and so did I," she
said. "I wanted to verbally harass
him and torment him with my
voice and ask, 'What did I ever
do to you?"
But as the small mob reached
him, the demonstrators took more
than verbal action.
"This guy behind me hit him
with a stick from one of the protest signs, then it just spread like
wildfire. People started mobbing
him, stomping on him and he fell
to the ground," she told The Ann
Arbor News.
Thomas found herself defending the man from blows by covering him with her body.
'I just sort of fell on top of
him and put his head on my chest
and yelled 'Stop!' because once
somebody breaks the cycle of the
mob mentality, then other people
begin to realize what they're
doing.
"There were some people who
then started to make a blockade
around him and push other people back. Then the cops came and
pushed me back into the crowd."

•Clinton...
FROM PAGE 1

si
To find out, ask.Hilliard Lyons. We
will listen to your ob)ectives, examine
your situation and, if appropriate,
explain how a tax-free exchange to a
new annuity can be accomplished.
Hilliard Lyons will help you select
an annuity from among many toprated companies.
If you would like to find out more
about an annuity from Hilliard Lyons,
call us today.

Due to incomplete information
provided to the Ledger, the names
of the following Calloway County
residents were left off of Murray
State University's dean's list.
Jennifer Pardue and Derek Plummer both received 4.0 grade point
averages.
On the Murray High School
honor roll, Jessica Smith received
all A's.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

You?
rTs

Carter, a divorced mother of
three, went to the Whitesburg
office about five years ago and
found a job working there. She
also went to college and got her
degree last year. She's now working as a counselor at a Knott
County personal care home.
Carter said that she had to regularly check in at the Whitesburg
office while she was in school
and that going to Hazard — more
than an hour away — would have
been too costly because of gas
and child care expenses.
Rep. Paul Mason, DWhitesburg, was upset about the

proposal to close the Letcher
County office. The closest office
would be in Hazard. But Mason
noted that the distance would be
even farther for some who live in
other parts of the county.
He also questioned whether
employers looking for workers
would use the offices if they were
farther away.
But Henry County JudgeExecutive Tommy Bryant said he
wasn't too worried about his
county being on the list because
there's little activity there. "It
won't cause us too many complications," Bryant said.
The committee's report said
that the low number of applicants
in some counties "points to the
fact that good economic activity
is not present in the area. The
unemployed looking for jobs
must expand their search by
traveling to surrounding areas
where the economic conditions
are more favorable."
Information also provided by
the Associated Press.

day's meeting, said the tone of
that meeting was positive and felt
the humane society was acting in
good faith.
"I think by the humane society
wanting to participate in the
board, they are showing a willingness to be part of the shelter
but this proposal is their way of
saying 'when the county takes the
shelter over, this is a good way to
run it,— he said.
Williams said he would get in
touch with Mayor Bill Cherry to
discuss the appointments and
would contact Hodge Monday.
Hopkins told the Ledger the
board will be made up of local
goverment appointees and will be
open for public review. The

board will answer to the fiscal
court and will be responsible for
all aspects of shelter operation.
With shelter operations totaling
more than $6,400 per month,
Hopkins said the board will have
to discuss funding possibilities
for the shelter.
Currently, the county gives the
humane society less than $25,000
a year to run the shelter. The City
of Murray provides the animal
control officer and the vehicle
used for those duties, which will
remain the same.
According to figures supplied
by Hodge, shelter operations total
more than $60,000 per year.
"Funding will have to be worked out by the board," Hopkins
said.

Teen saves man during attack at Klan rally

SWIMMING POOL DISTRIBUTOR

Betty Boston

Hager said.
"(For) people who are out of
work — it would be hard to drive
for an hour," said Linda Carter
of Jenkins, who was helped by
the Whitesburg office, which is
now proposed for closing. Unemployed people without cars
"would have to pay someone to
bring them to the office," she
said.

II Board...

All ages, all levels can learn and
even master the art of drawing
portraits, still life, perspective, anything. All materials provided.

1 month
16.00 I 6 months $3600
$72.00
3 months $1800 I I year

"The commissioner has not
approved the report," he said. "It
would also have to be approved
by the secretary of the Workforce
Development Cabinet and the
governor. It is unlikely that it
will be implemented as is. The
fact that an office is on the list
doesn't mean it will close."
Armstrong said if the local
office closes, those seeking the
services will need to go to the
Mayfield office.
"There is a lot of automation
coming which would allow people to access the services with a
touchtone phone," he said.

Pick 3
7-6-0
Pick 4
2-6-0-5
Cash 5
15-19-25-31-34
Sponsored by:

been introduced in the House.
The Kyl-Feinstein amendment
would extend constitutional protection to crime victims, ensuring
they are notified of court proceedings, can object to plea bargains, can make their views
known at sentencing hearings and
are informed of any release or
of offenders.
escape
Shell

4,9•01—

Seven anti-Klan demonstrators
were arrested. Police also teargassed hundreds of people at the
rally after a crowd rushed a side
door of the police station, where
the 15 Klan members had been
allowed to assemble on the roof
for their own safety.
Thomas said it was the second
scuffle she was involved in at the
rally.
"There was a kid who couldn't
have been more than 12 or 13
years old, and the police had him
down on the ground, and this kid
was scared," she said. Thomas
said she also tried to intervene
there, but officers sprayed a
chemical irritant on her when she
tried to rescue him and his dog.
"I think everything I did I
would do all over again," she
said, "except for run a little fas-

ter when they were spraying
Mace."
Ann Arbor Police Chief Carl
Ent said he would like to talk
with Thomas.
"I think it took courage to step
in, because the crowd could have
turned on her, but my position is
still that people should stay away
when the potential for violence is
that high."
Arthur Williams, principal of
Huron High School where Thomas was a student, said her
actions Saturday mirror her work
with at-risk children and the
Black Student Union.
"I thought it was a noble gesture on her part. I thought it really put her convictions to the
test," he said. "From the times
I've met her, she reminded me of
a person who would stand up for
what she believed in."

Member of ethics
commission resigns
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Another original member of the
Legislative Ethics Commission
resigned today in protest of what
she said were damaging changes
in the code of conduct enacted by
and for the General Assembly.
In addition, the chairman of the
Ethics Commission, former Fayette Circuit judge George Barker,
said he will not accept another
term when his current one expires
in March.
Cornelia Scrpell, a longtime
activist on mental health issues,
said changes in the ethics law

Celebrate the
Fourth of July at
Freedom Fest '96

July 4-7
4 EXCITING DAYS OF SUMMER FUN FOR EVERYONE!
* Parades
* Pet Show
* Aues
* Concerts
* Memorial Service
* Fireworks
* St t Falr
* Food
* Tennis Tournament
* Family Day
* G
Tournament * Arts & Crafts
* Car Show
* Beauty Pageant * 5K Runs & Walks * Music
* Baseball Tourney
* Recycling
* Musuem Tours
* Storytelling
* And So Much More!

For a FREE Freedom Fest Events Guide or more information, call 759-2199.

hamper the commission's ability
to uncover, investigate, and punish wrongdoing in the legislature.
Serpell said the public is now
justified in asking if the legislature is sincere about ethics.
"Personally, this is a sad day
for me," Serpell said at the end
of a meeting of the commission
today.
Two other members of the
commission have resigned since
the changes made in the ethics
law by the legislature earlier this
year.

We can provide information and coverage for your

HOME
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Herold "Jock" Romolno
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
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ANALYSIS

Character issue
seeps into those
close to Clinton
By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — At this point, it has become the characters issue — not just the personal problem that President Clinton
managed to override four years ago, but one that now involves people around him too.
The old questions dealt with Clinton's own conduct; now there
are investigations of episodes in office, among them the misgotten
FBI personnel files, a Senate Republican report alleging that aides
gave inaccurate and incomplete testimony at Whitewater hearings,
plus the impact of trials in Little Rock, Ark, involving sometime
associates.
A special prosecutor is investigating Whitewater, along with the
1993 purge of the White House travel office and the FBI files.
A jury in Little Rock has, in the words of GOP Sen.,Alan Simpson, "salted away a couple of Clinton's old pals" in the Whitewater land deal. Another is hearing evidence in a case that involves
contributions to his 1990 campaign for governor of Arkansas, and a
senior adviser is to be named an unindicted co-conspirator. Clinton
has expressed full confidence in his aide.
A poll conducted for USA Today and CNN showed 57 percent of
Americans think Hillary Rodham Clinton participated in a coverup
of Whitewater matters, and that the same percentage said the White
House deliberately acted improperly in the FBI files episode.
No one has accused Clinton or the first lady of wrongdoing. But
the White House does have a lengthening list of characters and
cases to defend.
Clinton avoided another potential problem Monday when the
Supreme Court agreed to consider whether a sexual harassment
lawsuit against him should be delayed until after he has left office,
effectively shelving it until after his re-election campaign. He
denies misconduct.

raises funds for Murray State University, plays the title role in "Mary,
Mary. . ." John Fritts, an MSU
student, takes the part of her Stodgy
husband, Bob. Melanie Julian, Carol's real-life daughter and an MSU
student, assumes the character of
Tiffany Richards.
Tiffany is the inevitable other
woman -- younger, flashier,and full
of plans to reform her fiancee by
concocting health food shakes and
insisting that Bob exercise to keep
in shape.
At one point, Tiffany reports to
Bob that her father says men who
divorce end up marrying women
who look just like younger versions
of their ex-wives. When she asks if
she resembles Mary (whom she has
not yet met), Bob is quick to say no.
The line gets a hearty laugh every
time because many in the audience
know better. And just by reading the
program, most can anticipate there

will be an uncanny resemblance
between "Mary" and "Tiffany."
That's how it is in community
theater. Not only are audiences
entertained by the plays, but they
enjoy the special privilege of seeing
people they know -- friends, coworkers, and neighbors -- on stage.
"Mary, Mary. . ." is a family
production in many ways. It was
directed by Louise Weatherly, who
cites team work as a major factor in
making the project so much fun.
What Louise does not mention is
listed in the program: that her
husband, son and daughter-in-law
also pitched in on designing and
building the set and assisting with
technical support
Skip Hamra, former stuntman
who plays the role of movie star,
Dirk Winston, got to work on this
production with his wife, Tracey.
She was props mistress.
Freelancer Tony Kendall, por-

traying Oscar Nelson,found that the
cast and crew became like members
of his real family during the rehearsal process. Their comradeship
helped him deal with the grief of his
beloved
grandmother's recent
death.
One of the unique benefits of
community theater is that it brings
Broadway right to Main Street, and
it gives local people the opportunity
to work on productions whether
they seek the limelight on stage or
prefer to help out backstage. You
might sec the same person who
hung lights for a playhouse production working on campus at MSU,
shopping at Wal-Mart,or serving as
a deacon at your church.
As Greg Delancey, a loyal community theater supporter and sometime actor, puts it, "The theater
gives us a creative outlet, and the
plays are almost like a mirror we can
look at to sec ourselves."
Playhouse in the Park is full airconditioned, and cushy new scats
bring added comfort to audiences.
"Mary, Mary. . ." continues next
weekend. Performances are Friday
and Saturday nights at 8, and Sunday afternoon.
Call the playhouse at 502-7591752 for reservations and information about the theater's year-round
schedule of plays, cabarets, and
workshops for all ages.

June II — The Australian, Sydney, Australia, on Russia's
elections:
Russia's voters face an uninspiring choice in (the June 16) firstround presidential elections. In a shrewd and, so far, seemingly
effective campaign for the populist vote, the incumbent, President
Boris Yeltsin, has turned his back on reforms to create a stable,
efficient and competitive Russian economy. Western leaders,
locked into supporting Yeltsin by their fear of the alternatives,
hope his seeming apostasy is a temporary expedient than can be
largely dispensed with after a victory. ...
Yeltsin's strongest challenger is the leader of the revived Communist Party, Gennady Zuganov — and the kindest thing to be said
about his policies is that, like Yeltsin's, they promise all things to
all people. ...
This presidential election, only the second in the nation's brief
democratic history, offers at least a slim chance to allow the best
reforms of the past five years to be consolidated and improved
upon. ... Yet it is being fought out among an electorate torn
between an unsatisfactorily ordered past, a chaotic present and an
uncertain future. The people clearly mistrust the capacity of any
leader to deliver the stability and reassurance desperately needed in
modern Russia.
Yeltsin provides the best choice. But it is in an atmosphere of
restless dissatisfaction that voters will elect their president for the
next five years.

Who is Bill Kristol?
WASHINGTON (AP) — Bob
Dole dismisses his tormentor
with a simple question: "Who is
Bill Kristol?" To the annoyance
of the Republican presidential
candidate, Kristol is — if nothing
else — someone whose ideas get
attention.
Take for example, the cover of
the latest issue of the foreign policy journal, Foreign Affairs.
Bright red letters call attention to
"A Foreign Policy for Candidate
Dole." A co-author is Kristol
which ought to ensure that the
candidate won't read it.
Just as well, probably. Kristol
has trouble resisting the impulse
to zing the presumptive Republican presidential nominee. As
when he said last April that Dole
"is likely to lose the presidential
race to Bill Clinton. He may lose
badly."
"I don't know what his problem is," retorted Dole. "What
has Bill Kristol done in the Republican Party. I don't look upon
him as anybody who really
understands politics."
Going back to Dole's question,
who is this guy? To begin with,
he is the 43-year-old son of Irving Kristol and Gertrude Himmelfarb, scholars and neoconservative icons. The younger
Kristol was chief of staff to Vice
President Dan Quayle and currently is editor and publisher of
the Weekly Standard, an opinion
magazine with a decidedly conservative tilt.
There is a history between
Kristol and Dole, none of it good.
Among those Kristol openly
preferred for the 1996 GOP presidential nomination were retired
Gen. Colin Powell, House Speak-

Clinton -called it a blunder and apologized, the White House
counsel says there is no evidence the files were used for political
purposes, and Clinton's chief of staff adds that nobody knows what
happened except that it was wrong.
"Every time the administration's ethics are shown to be lacking," Dole said, "their strategy is to attack the accuser, say they
provided all the information any reasonable person could want, and
then provide three or four conflicting accounts of what actually
happened."
In the FBI files controversy, the characters involved make the
defense more difficult. At first, it was said to have been a blunder
by bureaucrats. But the central figures turned out to be two Democratic political activists working at the White House, one as director of personnel security — now on paid leave, although there is
pressure from congressional Democrats to fire him — and the other
temporarily shifted from a civilian job with the Army.
The case has been the talk of the TV talk shows. Sen. Orrin
Hatch, the Republican chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee,
said on one that it would be easier to believe the whole mess was
an innocent mistake but for the Democratic characters involved in
it. They were, said Rep. William Clinger, who is chairing the
House investigation, hardly the "apolitical civil servants"
described after his investigators found out about the files.
Chief of staff Leon Panetta said nobody should be fired without
evidence. Ironically, the FBI files case came to light in investigations of the summary firing of the White House travel office director and his staff in 1993, on accusations of wrongdoing that didn't
stick.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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June 11 — Tagesspiegel, Berlin, on Israel:
Israel faces a difficult period that hinges on the leadership of
newly-elected Benjamin Netanyahu. Terrorism in southern Lebanon, right-wing nationalist campaigns in Jerusalem and newlyformed skepticism among Arab countries are clear signs of the
nervousness caused by his election. His behavior remains guarded
and he has met twice already with (outgoing Prime Minister) Shimon Peres, but the region is tense. His victory gets under the skin
of some; for others it cuts to the bone.

Now Dole is trying to make an issue of trust and ethics, saying
the Clinton administration has set standards that cannot be
defended. He accuses the White House of "a pattern of ethical
arrogance," particularly in the episode in which more than 400 personal files were improperly obtained from the FBI in 1993 and early 1994. Some of the files were of prominent Republicans.

. •

Constance Alexander

June 9 — Asahi Shimbun, Tokyo, on China's nuclear testing:
Asian nations are feeling increasingly fearful of a threat from
China, and they share the impression that China may be intent on
becoming an even stronger military power. China fiercely refutes
this claim.
If China is unreceptive to opposition to its nuclear tests and continues to upgrade its nuclear weapons, however, it will strengthen
such fears of a threat from China no matter how vehemently it may
insist that the tests are for defensive purposes. And that will not be
in China's interest, ejther.
China should meet the wishes of the Japanese and other peoples
of non-nuclear countries. In order to do that, China should put an
end to its nuclear tests and cooperate with other countries in the
talks about the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
By doing so, China will gain much more than it loses.

Against a weak Democratic field he overcame it all to win nomination, and did again when Republicans tried to revive character as
an issue against him. "Character does matter,'' President Bush said
in that campaign. "A pattern of deception is not right for the Oval
Office."
But polls of the voters who elected Clinton showed more concern
about the economy than about trust and character.

V
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

So far, not even the plural version of the character issue has
dragged down Clinton's standing in public opinion polls, where
such concerns seera,subordinate to the view that Clinton cares more
about average people's problems than his political opponents, and
that the economy is sound.
One survey after another rates Republican Bob Dole higher for
honesty and integrity, but shows Clinton leading for re-election.
When Clinton faced the character issue in his 1992 campaign, he
was forced into a 10-week series of denials and often grudging,
piecemeal explanations of an alleged affair, his Vietnam-era draft
avoidance, his didn't-inhale admission that he tried marijuana as a
student — and the first inklings of whlt is now the burdensome
Whitewater case.
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What happens when you put a
fundraiser, a freelance journalist,
two university students, and a former stuntman together in a space
that's designed to resemble an apartment on New York's upper east
side?
Though it may sound like the
set-up of a bad joke, it is really a
partial list of the reasons why
Playhouse in the Park's current
production, "Mary, Mary. . ." is
such a success.
The play, authored more than 30
years ago by the humorist Jean Kerr,
offers some up-to-date insights on
the nature of love and marriage and
what it takes to keep a couple
together in spite of the mundane
aspects of everyday life.
In this case, we have spunky
Mary McKellaway, a reluctant divorcee who is being spurned by her
methodical publisher husband, Bob,
because of her contrariness. Not that
Mary isn't witty and charming and
unaffected, but she also has a quick
comeback for everything, even
when her partner is at his most
romantic.
The way her soon-to-be-ex husband puts it, if he admires her
smooth, creamy complexion and
says it looks like porcelain, Mary's
retort will be: "Oh. You mean it's
just like a kitchen sink!"
Carol Julian, who in her other life
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wish him well but to really think
er Newt Gingrich and former
Tennessee Gov. Lamar through the conservative agenda
for the next several years."
Alexander.
In the Foreign Affairs article,
Quayle is among the Republihe described conservatives as
cans who shrug off Kristol's
attacks as a ploy, at least in part, adrift on foreign policy, unable to
to generate interest in his draw distinctions between their
ideas and President Clinton's
magazine.
"This is a new magazine," policies.
said Quayle. "It needs some
His example, of course, was
publicity. It's the oldest game in
town: Republicans attack each *Dole.
In the opening paragraph he
other. That's the thing you guys
referred to a speech Dole gave a
write about. If he had attacked
few weeks ago on Asia policy. It
Bill Clinton, no one would have
was designed to spell out differnoticed it"
ences with Clinton. Instead, KrisGenerational politics also
tol wrote, Dole was "reduced"
might be at play here. Dole is
nearly 30 years older than to asserting that "there really are
differences in foreign policy
Kristol.
"For conservatives I think it's between him and the president,
important to look beyond Dole," appearances to the contrary
Kristol said in an interview. "To notwithstanding."

Just drop us a line
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
Vinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We prim
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters meet be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification Is necesSvy(telephone numbers will not be published). Letten should be type"elm and should be on topics of general interest Utters must not be
pure than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
In edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit *Dent veto's.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Wray Ledgef
iii
'olk Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
Airk
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Kristol makes his living with
words, so it is hard to ignore his
description of Dole as
"reduced."
As if that were not bad enough
for Dole loyalists, Kristol went
on to describe the Clinton foreign
policy achievements of the past
six months and concluded that
"somehow most Americans have
failed to notice that they have
never had it so good."
But let the White House read
on before it gets too comfortable
with the conservative author.
Kristol is advocating what he
calls a "nco-Reaganite foreign
policy" that calls for boosting
the defense budget by up to $80
billion a year and pushing ahead
with a missile defense system.
As ,for critics who say the
United States already spends
more on defense than the next six
powers combined, Kristol wrote
that "the enormous disparity
between U.S. military strength
and that of any potential challenger is a good thing for America
and the world."
In the tough, real world of
politics, Kristol has little expectation the Dole campaign will
embrace his recommendations.
"I'd like it if Dole would pick
up some of what's in the article."
he said. "1 do think Americans
might respond to a Reaganite
message. Dole would have to
take on large chunks of his own
party to articulate it. It's pretty
late in the day for him to do that,
I suppose."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Donald
M. Rothberg has covered politics and foreign policy for The
Associated Press.
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Yards of Month selected
Maturing?
How About An Annuity?
Woodmen's- Fie xible Premium and Single PiemillITI
Deferred Annuity plans are competitive alternatives to
other savings plans. The initial guaranteed rate* for
amounts over 55.000 is:
James K. Jack_ilun
Woodmen Bldg,
, 3rd & Maple, Murray
T53-11113
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T.O.T.A.L. program Wednesday
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T.O.T.A.L. (teaching our toddlers about learning) continues this
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at Calloway County Family Resource Center. Designed for parents and their 2 and 3-year-olds, the program
includes songs, games and make and take activities. Siblings are
welcome to tagalong during classes. For more information or to
register call 753-3070 or 753-3879. The class will not meet on July
3, but will resume on Wednesday, July 10.
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Ask your Woodmen representative about our Flexible
Premium and Single Premium Deferred Annuity plans.
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Compassionate Friends will meet

The Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club has selected the
yards of the month for June. Selected as Residential yard of the month
was the home of Carnty and Marelle Andrus, 1303 Sycamore St., Murray. Selected as the Business yard of the month was Trudy McFarlane
Kitchen la Home Shoppe, 408 South 12th St., Murray. This selection is
made by the department during the summer months to give credit to
the residents and businesses for special care in maintaining their
yards.

Compassionate Friends' Support Group will meet Thursday, June
27, at 7:30 p.m. in the hospital board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This group is comprised of those who have lost an
infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant
death syndrome (SIDS), stillb irths or miscarriages. For more information call Director of Pastoral Care Mike Rumble at 762-1274 or
Coordinator of Compassionate Friends Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

Republican Women will meet
Calloway County Republican Women will meet Thursday, June
27, at 7 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University. All interested women are invited. For more information call Helen Suit,
759-1764.

Frigidaire
Undercounter Dishwasher

Magazine Club to meet Thursday
Magazine Club will meet Thursday, June 27, at 2 p.m. at Dutch
Essenhaus Restaurant with Kathryn Carman as hostess. Gerry Reed
will present the program and Linda Kelly will give the devotion. All
members are urged to attend.
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Revival at North Pleasant Grove

299

I

North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church will have
revival services starting Wednesday, June 26, and continuing
through Friday, June 28. The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor of Liberty
CP Church, will be the speaker for services at 7 p.m. nightly. Special music will be featured at each service. A potluck supper will be
Friday at 6 p.m. prior to the service. The church is located on Graham Road off Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road.
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Tabers named by academy

• Energy-saving air dry option
• 4 wash cycles
• Push button/dial controls
• Soft food disposer
• Available in white, black or almond

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY

753-1713

Court Square - Murray

Kori Dawn Tabers has been
recognized for academic achievement as a United States National
Honor Roll Award winner by the
United States Achievement
Academy.
Tabcrs attendes Murray Middle
School. Her picture will appear in
the academy yearbook.
She is the daughter of Keith
and Jan Tabers, 1501 Beckett Dr.,

PAAMI meeting on Thursday
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill (PAAMI) will meet
Thursday, June 27, at 7 p.m. in the Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital
ground floor, Paducah. Guest speaker will be Dr. PAAMI is a
support/advocacy group for persons with a neuro-biological disorder
and their families and friends. For information or transportation call
Phyllis Dale Gibbs at 435-4138.

Bogard reunion will be Aug. 24
The annual Bogard reunion will be Saturday, Aug. 24, at Weaks
Community Center, Poplar and South Seventh Streets, Murray. A
potluck lunch will be served at noon. All relatives and friends are
invited and are asked to note the change in meeting place this year.
For more information call Troy Bogard, 474-8873, or Modena Outland, 753-0254.

NARFE Chapter to meet Friday

Kori Dawn Tabers

CELEBRATION

Don Radcliffe will speak about "Irrevocable Trusts" at the regular
meeting of National Association of Retired Federal Employees on
Friday, June 28, at 11:30 a.m. at Eva's Country Kitchen, Highway
121 North, Coldwater Road. Glen Sims, president, urges all members and prospective members to attend.

Murray, and the granddaughter of
Jean Cooper and the late Jimmy
Cooper and of Gerald and Shirley
Tabers, all of Murray.

Promise Keepers group will meet
A Promise Keepers' "Share the Vision" Rally will be Saturday,
June 29, from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at First Baptist Church, Murray. The
Rev. Lewis Monroe, who recently resigned his pastorate to become
the Promise Keeper's Representative for Arkansas and Missouri will
be the key note speaker. There is no cost to the rally, but a love
offering will be taken. All men are urged to come to the New Life
NChristian Bookstore on north side of court square, Murray, on
1Thursday, June 27, at 7 p.m. to finalize plans for the rally. For information call 1-502-354-8434. This is sponsored by Purchase Area
Taskforce in Support of Promise Keepers.
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Paschall reunion scheduled
A Paschall reunion will be Saturday, July 20, at HOBA Bluegrass
Park, Highway 63 Bypass, West Plains, Mo. The event will start at
10 a.m. with a potluck lunch at noon. Featured will be door prizes,
drawings, games, activities and prizes for all ages. Each family is
asked to bring a covered dish, own lawn chairs and games. A family
genealogy table for those who would like to bring information to
show, trade, share, etc., will be featured. RV spaces for overnight
parking with a small fee will be available.

STOREWIDE
Sale Starts June 26th thru June 29th

Friday,
June128th
Jewelry
Craftsman
In Store

MARCHELLO CAVITT was chosen
as Youth of the Month for May at
Greater Hope Baptist Church. The
award Is given for Sunday School
attendance, conduct and participation. A sixth grader at Murray
Middle School, he Is the son of
Tona Cavitt and under the guardianship of Eddie McPherson.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiie
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, June 27, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
- Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For
. more information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.

The Gift of Gold

14 Karat
and Sterling
Custom Made
Jewelry!

SUBSCRIBE

14KT Gold 18" Herringbone
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have chosen their
pottery and flatware
from our bridal registry.
Ill South 4th St
On Murray's Court Square
759-2100
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Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Earl Muehleman

Jackson-Muehleman
wedding vows said
Valerie Linette Jackson and Jonathan Earl Muehleman were married
Saturday. Feb. 17, 19%, at Northside Chura of Christ, Mayfield.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Joe Jackson of
Mayfield. The groom is the son of Ms. Judy Muehleman and Dr. Tom
Muehleman of Murray.
Dr. Neale Thomas Pryor officiated at the 3 p.m. ceremony. Music
was by Raybo Dunn and Wendy Parker of Murray.
Beth Wood of Murray was maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Deana
Jackson, sister of the bride, and Julia Horn, both of Mayfield, and
Stephanie Guyler of Hilton Head, S.C.
Flower girl was Hilary Pope, niece of the groom, from Champaign,
Ilt.
Michael Muehleman, brother of the groom. Lexington, was best
man. Groomsmen were Tom Muehleman, fatherof the groom, Murray, Greg Moffitt of Louisville, and Todd Sims of Lake Mary, Fla.
Ushers were Bill Fandrich of Murray, Larry Jackson, brother of the
bride, Mayfield, and Brad Place, Clarksville, Tenn.
Ring bearer was David Bell, son of Wayne Bell and Debbie Burgess
of Murray.
Presiding at the guest register was Lori Sloan of Little Rock, Ark.,
and Kim Dorame of Mayfield.
A reception followed at the church.
The couple is now residing at Hilton Head, S.C.
The bride, a 1992 graduate of Freed-Hardeman University, Henderson, Tenn., received her master's degree from Murray State University
in 1994. She is employed as a dietitian by the Naval Hospital at Beaufort, S.C.
The groom graduated from Murray State University in 1994 and is
now employed by Haig Point Residential Community on Dufuskie
Island.
A rehearsal dinner at The Happy House, Mayfield, was hosted by
Judy Muehleman and Tom and Becky Muehleman. They also hosted a
post wedding party at the home of Tom and Becky Muehleman.

Weber named winner
Jeremy Weber has been named
a United States National Award
winner in Science by the United
States Achievement Academy.
Weber, who graduated May 30
from Calloway County Middle
School, was nominated for this
award by Kevin Brown, ACOT
science teacher at the school.
His name will be published in
the academy yearbook.
Weber, son of Dr. and Mrs.
Neil V. Weber of Murray, is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
R. Heide! of Wartburg, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Loraine Weber of Murray and the late Eric G. Weber.
Weber is a member of St. Matthew by the Lake Lutheran Church,
Benton, where he serves as vice
president of the church's youth
group.
While at CCMS, Weber was
elected to serve on Student Council. He also was a member of
CCMS Choir, Junior Beta Club,
Pep Club, and D.A.R.E. He was
student representative to both the
Kentucky Youth Assembly and
the Kentucky United Nations
Assembly, and named to the honor roll.
Also active in sports, Weber
played on the middle school
basketball team during his sixth,
seventh and eighth grades years
and played on Calloway County
High School Junior Varsity Soccer team during his seventh and
eighth grade years.
He currently plays soccer with

Marshall County Crush, a U-14
Select traveling team affiliated
with the Kentucky Youth Soccer
Association. The Crush recently
won first place in the 11th Annual Welborn Invitational Classic in
Evansville, Ind. Weber will travel
with The Crush in July to Denver, Colo., where the team will
compete in the Nike Triple
Crown Invitational Soccer
Tournament.

SIZZLING

Tuesday, June 25
Murray Lions Club dinner meeting/6
p.m./South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church,
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
School/7 p.m.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./board room of MCCH.
Info/762-1108 or 753-5561.
Ladies' Night Out/6 p.m./Murray
Country Club Reservations/753-6113.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
Info/753-9395, 489-2046, or 767-0342.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky 034
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church Info/759-9964
Hardin Tops Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
St. John Episcopal Church Evening
Prayer/5:15 p.m.
First Baptist Church Step
Aerobics/5:15 p m. Phebian Sunday
School Class/7 p.m. w/Mildred
Newton.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
Murray. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8.30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 am.-6 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/9
a m.-4 30 p.m.
Wednesday, June 26
New Providence Baptist Church Bible
School/9 am.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist Church Bible
School/9 a m.
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
School/9 a.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
School/7 p.m
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314
Murray Country Club member/guest/
9 30 a m.
Oaks Country Club ladies bridge and
golf/9.30 a.m.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Clubil p.m.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.

Wednesday, June 26
New Life Christian Center/
prayer and
praise/7 pm
First Baptist Church Day Camp
(ages 7-10)/930 am , Step Aerobics/1
p m Library open/6 15 p m Children's Super Summer Studies and
Youth Prime Time/6 30 p.m., Prayer
and Bible Study/6 35 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir and Intercessory Prayer/7:45
pm
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p m
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p m
West Kentucky Wrather Museum/
open 830 a.m -4 15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center. MSU/
open 8 a m -6 p m
National Scouting Museum open 9
am -4:30 pm

SUMMER

have chosen their
china, crystal and pottery
from our bridal registry.
1 South 4th St
On Murray's Court Square
759-2100

We are proud that

June 21, 22, 28 & 29 at 8 p.m.

Loretta Hicks a
Louis Berberich

SPONSORED BY MURRAY WOMAN'S CLINIC
& DENNISON HUNT SPORTING GOODS
Adult $6.00 Seniors $5.00 Student $4.00

June 30 at 2 p.m.

have chosen their
crystal from our
bridal registry.
1 1 i South 4th St

Also, this summer...

Song of Kentucky
A gourmet dessert cabaret produced & directed
by Bob Valentine

June 16-23, July 5-7, 13-14, 221
& August 17-18

On Murray's Court Square
759-2100

Admission: $5.00 per person
For more information call (502) 759-17
52
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* Jain with a friend SE
split the service feel

The first weight loss

Newborn admissions
Ray baby girl, parents, Talania and
Mitchell, Murray;
Smith baby girl, parents, Sheila and
Ronald, Benton;
Houston baby girl, parents, Shelly
and Ricky, Murray.
Dismissals
Edward L. Hudson and Miss Hannah K. Babcock, Hazel; Mrs. Robbie
N. Shields and Charles 0. Malcolm,
New Concord;
Mrs. Pauline Edwards and Mrs.
Gladys M. Lee, Benton; Mrs. Christine
B. Collins, Cairo, Ill.; William Bedwell,
Hardin;
Hassel S. Davidson, Mayfield;
James Alton Redden, Wingo; John
Montgomery, Charlotte, Mich.;
Mrs. Lone Ellen Byrd and baby girl,
Almo; G. William Haffler, Cadiz; Mrs.
Melissa A. Green and baby girl,
Kirksey;
Mrs. Edna Holland, Mrs. Opal Hale,
Mrs. Joe Nell Rayburn, Mrs. Doris
Warren,
Bryant baby boy, Ms. Shirley M.
Stone, and Miss Shannon R. Blanton,
all of Murray.

Liz ]unker
Bruce Thurmond

are
Mare

HOSPITAL REPORT
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
June 18, have been released as
follows:

We are proud that

Presents... A wild and witty comedy by Jean
Kerr

CURVES
Wt. Loss
Program
counseling program
designed around

•

aerobic e.tercise.
Quickfa is a breakthrough in Aerobicfitness. A 30 minute
class, set to music, that strengthens muscles & burns body
fat...up to 500 calories!

,

I 11,

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9-1, 3-8
Fri. 9-1, 3-7 & Sat. 9-Noon

Call Today!
1608 Hwy. 121 N. • 759-3400

'ono( based on first iosrt °rut:Amen! S min 12 mo program
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The tiny cry.
The small hand that holds
your finger.
This is truly life's most precious gift.
Filling your life with wonder and
dreams of the future.
And plans for tomorrow where
you will indeed create a perfect
world at least for one...
ink
re ily at Lad & Lassie.
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Ask About Our

Baby Registry
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Quality clothing & accessories with
..)

ON ALL SEASONAL CLEARANCE FROM BRAND
NAMES LIKE: PRIMA ROYALE • GRENDHA
AZALEIA • MOOTSIES TOOTSIES • ESPRIT
EASTLAND • BASS • ECHO BAY • MIA
SAVINGS OFF OF WHITE STICKER PRICES
NOT ALL BRANDS AVAILABLE AT ALL LOCATIONS

411•11\
Jeremy Weber

Wednesday, June 24
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 pm
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church ol Christ Bible
Study/7 p.m
Mislaid' Baptist Church service/7
pm.
Disler Baptist Church worship/6 30
p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Bible Studies/7
p•m.
Memorial Baptist Church group
meetings and prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church prayer service/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Covenant Prayer/9:30 a.m.; Wacky
Wednesday/10 a.m.: Love Bug Birth.
day Party at West View/2 30 p m ;
cealteCrhoBirar7p.
idnw
ha
C
Co
pm
Baptist
3°ist C hurch prayer
service/7 p m.

aloe sensaTion
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'Your Children Are Our Business"
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CHESTNUT HILLS PLAZA • 753-6242
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name 1111
!, A brands like Little Me, Guess, Buster Brown,
i,Carriage Bou
outiques & Feltman Bros.
101

Southside Manor
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Racers' 96 schedule
includes seven dates
at Stewart Stadium
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The 1995 defending Ohio Valley Conference football champion
Murray State Racers announced
their 11-game schedule which
includes seven home games.
The home game slate marks
the most Stewart Stadium contests since the 1982 season which
saw the Racers also play host to
seven opponents.
After an 11-0 season, head
coach Houston Nutt hopes last
year's improved home attendance
continues throughout the 1996
season.
"Home field should always be
an advantage," said Nutt, the
1995 Division -1-AA coach of the

year. "We need the kind of atmosphere and fan support that we
had last year against Eastern
Kentucky. Our fans need to get to
the stands early and come out
with a commitment far greater
than ever before."
The Racers open the season
with two back-to-back home

games versus Western Kentucky
(Sept. 7) and Southern Illinois
(Sept. 14). OVC action kicks off
for the Racers on Sept. 21 when
they travel to Southeast Missouri.
Following the first road contest. MSU returns home for a pair
of home tilts versus conference
foes Middle Tennessee and Aus-

1996 Racer Football Schedule
Sept. 7
Sept. 14.
Sept. 21
Sept. 28.
Oct. 5
Oct. 12.
Oct. 19.
Nov. 2
Nov. 9
Nov. 16.
Nov. 23.

WESTERN KENTUCKY,
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
@ SE Missouri.
MIDDLE TENNESSEE.
AUSTIN PEAY (HC).
0 UT-Martin. ,
@ Eastern Illinois.
TENNESSEE TECH
@ Eastern Kentucky
TENNESSEE STATE.
WEST VIRGINIA TECH.

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
5 p.m.
7 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
7 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

and
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tin Peay. The Oct. 5 game with
APSU has been designated as
Homecoming. Also in October,
the Racers face both UT-Martin
and league newcomer Eastern
Illinois on the road.
November kicks off with the
Racers hosting Tennessee Tech
followed by a trip to perennial
powerhouse Eastern Kentucky.
MSU closes out the season with
home contests against Tennessee
State and West Virginia Tech.
Murray State has been ranked
as high as No. 3 (Athlon) and as
low as No. 11 (Bob Griese's College Football Preview) in the
national 1-AA preseason polls.
The Sporting News tabbed the
Racers No. 6 in its college football preview.
Season tickets are now on sale
and are available by contacting
the MSU Athletic Ticket Office
at 762-4895.
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Agassi's '96 free V.
picks up momentum
after Wimbledon loss

Jordan's six RBIs
help St. Louis end
Smoltz streak at 14
By TOM SALADINO
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — From the
first pitch. John Smoltz and his
I4-game winning streak were in
trouble.
Ron Gant homered on Smoltz's
opening pitch, Brian Jordan drove
in a career-high six runs and the
Cardinals roughed up baseball's
biggest winner this season, beating the Atlanta Braves 9-2 Monday night.
"They came out swinging,"
Smoltz said. "After the home
run, they got some base hits on
fastballs. 1 didn't have a great
fastball, but I didn't make enough
good pitches, either."
Smoltz (14-2), who had not
lost since his first start of the
year April 4, was trying to match
the longest winning streak in the
majors since Gaylord Pcrry's
15-game string in 1974.
Instead, the Cardinals scored
three times in the first inning and
went on to move into first place
in the NL Central while ending
the Braves' six-game winning
streak.
Smoltz pitched 6 1-3 innings
and allowed all eight runs on 10
hits, including a three-run homer
by Jordan that finished him. He
walked four and struck out eight,
increasing his major-league leading total to 141.
Smoltz fell to 4-9 in his career
against the Cardinals. He hasn't

File Photo

Former Wimbledon champion Andre Agassi, lacking desire and looking burned out, was
upset in the first
round of the tournament by No. 281-ranked Doug Flach in four sets on Monday.

By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
The players keep getting younger, with possibly 20 underclassmen, including high schoolers,
going in the first round. Can
junior high be far behind? A look
at Wednesday's NBA draft:
1. Philadelphia — Allen Iverson, G. Georgetown. After a hard
look at Stephon Marbury, rookie
GM Brad Greenberg chooses the
quicker of the two point guards.
Iverson looks for his own shot
more than Marbury.
2. Toronto — Sharecf Abdur-

Fiie photo

Marcus Camby will be one of the
top picks in Wednesday's draft.

By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Tennis Writer
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— In a puzzling free fall for
months, Andre Agassi wore the
vacant, red-eyed look of a man
whose career is crashing out of
control.
What happened to Agassi at
Wimbledon in Monday's first
round was much different from
the relatively routine upsets that
knocked out Michael Chang and
Jim Courier earlier in the afternoon under a mottled sky the color of a bruise.
Agassi's loss bore all the signs
of third-degree burnout, the kind
of performance that makes a
player question his desire, his
direction and his future.
The third-seeded Agassi came
to Wimbledon as unprepared and
unfit as he had gone to the
French Open last month. This
time, he left a round sooner,
flaming out 2-6, 7-6 (7-1), 6-4,
7-6 (8-6) against a journeyman
qualifier from the satellite tour,
No. 281-ranked Doug Flach, in
one of the most stunning upsets
of the Open era.
Pete Sampras, opening his bid
for a fourth straight Wimbledon
title, dropped the first set against
Richey Reneberg, then proceeded
to a 4-6, 6-4, 6-3, 6-3 victory.
Following Sampras on Centre
Court was Monica Seles, playing
her first Wimbledon match since
losing in the 1992 final to Steffi
Graf. Seles looked perfectly at
home in breezing to a 6-1, 6-2
win over Ann Grossman.
Seles received long ovations

Rahim, F, California. GM Isiah
Thomas passes on Marcus Camby, who looked like a lock for the
Raptors a week ago, and goes for
the first freshman to win player
of the year honors in the Pac-10.
3. Vancouver — Marbury, G.
Georgia Tech. GM Stu Jackson
would prefer Abdur-Rahim, but
he may be gone. In that case,
Jackson will pick Marbury or
Camby.
4. Milwaukee — Camby, F,
Massachusetts. The college player of the year is too good to pass
up for GM Mike Dunleavy and
coach Chris Ford, even though
they have Vin Baker and Glenn
Robinson at forward. The Bucks
would prefer Marbury.

in the draft fits with the Wolves,
who still need a point guard and
tried to swap picks with Grizzlies
so they could get Marbury.
6. Boston — Erick Dampier, C,
Mississippi State. The Celtics
traded Eric Montross last week to
move up to No. 6, and they need
a center with Dampier's bulk
(6-foot-11, 265 pounds). The pick
could be traded for an established
center.
7. L.A; Clippers — Antoine
Walker, F, Kentucky. Based on
history, chances are the Clips will
trade the pick for a solid player
with one year left on his contract
who will leave as a free agent
next summer.

5. Minnesota — Ray Allen, G.
Connecticut. The best, off-guard

8. New Jersey — John Wallace, F, Syracuse. A no-brainer
even for the Nets, who blew their

before and after the match as the
crowd acknowledged her return
to Wimbledon for the first time
since her stabbing in 1993.
"It was almost like walking
out there the first time for me,"
Seles said. "The crowd was so
responsive. It was a great
welcome."
Flach, who served 42 aces,
made his share of once-in-alifetime shots, none more spectacular than the volley he hit after
rising from a belly-flop dive at
the net.
As inspired as Flach played,
Agassi appeared equally indifferent, acting more like a fashion
model than a true competitor.
Sweat dripped in a steady
drizzle from the brim of Agassi's
logo-stamped cap, yet he never
took it off. He wore a tight longsleeved shirt he's promoting, and
that might have restricted his
swing and caused him to sweat
more. He wore a bright yellow
watch, as if he had to keep track
of the time for a date somewhere.
It was the ensemble of a pitchman, not a player.
Four years ago, Agassi won his
first Grand Slam title at Wimbledon. Last year, he came in ranked
No. 1 and reached the semifinals.
Now, he's played just five matches in the past three months, losing three of them, and there's a
sense that, at 26, the peak of his
career may be behind him along
with the pleasure of playing.
"I'm trying to kind of get
myself at the top of my game
again," Agassi said.

last two lottery picks on Yinka
Dare and Ed O'Bannon.
9. Dallas — Lorenzen Wright,
C, Memphis. Rookie coach Jim
Cleamons will have solved his
big-man problems with this pick
and the trade for Montross. Still
pending: team chemistry trouble.
10. Indiana — Kerry Kitties,
G, Villanova. Insurance in case
free agent Reggie Miller leaves
town.
11. Golden State — Steve
Nash, G, Santa Clara. Will challenge point guard Bimbo Coles
for playing time.
12. Cleveland — Vitaly
Potapenko, F, Wright State. The
6-10, 280-pound standout at the
Chicago pre-draft camp scoots
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Sports

FROM PAGE 6
beaten St. Louis since July 22.
1992.
"They've definitely got my
number, if you want to talk about
numbers," he said. "I've got a
losing record against them.
They've always been able to get

BRIEFS
Murray Heat wins Chattanooga tournament
The Murray Heat won five straight games this past weekend to capture first
place in the River City Classic
In the first game, Murray came back from an early 2-0 deficit to beat Franklin, Tenn. 5-2 Matt Keel doubled home what proved to be the winning run
Shawn Yarbrough tossed a complete game and allowed only two hits
In game two, Murray again came from behind to defeat Clarksville, Tenn.
9-8 Clint Myatt went 3-for-3 at the plate with a triple and two singles Kevin
Rooney homered and both Kyle Perry and Shane Kemp doubled to lead the
Heat's 13-hit attack Perry also picked up the win on the mound
In the third game, the Heat beat host Chattanooga 6-0 Chris McClain
pitched 5 1/3 innings of shutout baseball and allowed only two hits
Yarbrough homered while Tripp Gibson, Myatt, J D Thieke, Ryan Seay
and Ryan Gelb all had hits In Sunday's games Murray defeated Rock
Springs, Ga , 12-0 and Knoxville, Tenn, 12-1 Shane Kemp pitched a one-hit
shutout against Rock Springs McClain homered, Gibson doubled and Willie
Morns doubled for the Heat
In the Knoxville game, Keel scattered three hits in a complete game performance Murray fell behind early but erupted for six runs in each of the last
two innings to complete the undefeated weekend Myatt's three-run homer in
the final frame sealed the win for the Heat Rooney. Perry, Kemp, Seay, Yar
brough, Morris and Thieke all had hits
The Heat is now 42-8 on the season and will host Jackson, Tenn . this
Wednesday night in a 6 p m doubleheader before taking on Bowling Green
this weekend at home to determine the Kentucky representative to the CABA
World Series in Dublin. Ohio in August

hits and I've maintained throughout this whole streak that if a
team was going to beat me, they
had to get a lot of hits. They got
10 hits. So it's that simple."
Jordan said he had been struggling lately with men on base.
"I've been lousy with runners
in scoring position," he said.

"I'm trying to get it together.
Tonight was a good start."
Gant began the game by hiuing
a fastball over the center-field
fence for his eighth home run of
the season.
Ozzie Smith and Ray Lankford
followed with singles and Gary
Gaeui walked, loading the bases.

Jordan hit a two-run single for a
3-0 kid.
Jordan added a sacrifice fly in
the third, and hit his sixth homer
during a four-run seventh. Lankford had an RBI double earlier in
the inning.
Andy Benes (5-8) won for the
fourth time in five decisions.

DENNISON-HUNT
GOODS
SPORTING
"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR

UFFF

753-8844

Murray

Chestnut St.

•
4, •

BRONCO LEAGUE
(6/19) Dennison-Hunt 8, Boone's Cleaners 3: Austin Swain had two singles and drove in two runs in Dennison-Hunt's 6-3 win. Corky Owen, Adam
Yezerski and Jimmy Bynum had doubles for Dennison-Hunt. Matt Kelleher.
Chris Cobb and Dan Mathis added singles Kelleher and Swain pitched for
the win For Boone's, Josh Seavers, Jacob Darnell and Andrew Parker had
doubles Sean Clemson and Geremy Harper singled
(6/20) Dennlson-Hunt 8, Peoples Bank 7: Matt Kelleher drove in three
runs with a single and a double as Dennison-Hunt won in the bottom of the
fifth Dylan Volp had two doubles and Dan Mathis had two singles. Gorky
Owen, Austin Swain, Adam Yezerski and Jimmy Bynum also singled Joseph
Hobbs drove in the winning run Swain started on the mound and Volp was
effective in relief For Peoples Bank, Clay Lamb drove in three runs with a
double and a single Boone Lane and Mitchell Windsor each had two singles
and Ryan Rogers and Chase Stone added singles

4.

L..

•NBA draft...
FROM PAGE 6
into the top 12.
13. Charlotte - Todd Fuller,
C, North Carolina State. Robert
Parish has to retire sometime,
doesn't he? Fuller stays in-state.
14. Sacramento - Efthimis
Retzias, C, Greece. A 20-yearold, 6-11 project for the postOlden Polynice days.
15. Phoenix -Zydrunas Ilgauskas, C, Lithuania. Seven-foot-1
centers who possess offensive
skills and can run the floor don't
come easily, and the Suns need
one.
16. Charlotte - Moochie Norris, G, West Florida. Another predraft camp star, he could take the
place of free agent Kenny Anderson at point guard.
17. Portland - Samaki Walker, F, Louisville. An accurate
shooter and good defender who
could replace Buck Williams or
Clifford Robinson. May not fall
this far.
18. New York - Kobe Bryant,
G, Lower Merion (Pa.) H.S. The
Knicks would love to get a shot
at the 17-year-old son of ex-76er
Joe Bryant, and if he falls this
far, New York will take its
chances.
19. New York - Predrag Stojakovic, F, Greece. Born and
raised in Yugoslavia, the youngster could be the best shooter
from the Balkans since Drazen
Petrovic.
20 Cleveland - Roy Rogers,
C, Alabama. More size and
muscle for a team that needs it in
the middle.
21. New York - Jerome Wil-

liams, F. Georgetown. The
Knicks love good defenders who
look to rebound before they look
to score. Williams fits.
22. Vancouver - Dontae'
Jones, F, Mississippi State. Those
who saw him in the NCAA Tournament loved him; those who saw
him for a whole season have their
doubts.
23. Denver - Priest Lauderdale, C, Greece. Played in Europe
after being ruled ineligible at
Central (Ohio) State. A 7-2 body
for a team that may lose Dikembe
Mutombo.
24. L.A. Lakers - Othella
Harrington, F, Georgetown. Lakers grab a player who is too short
to be an NBA center, but who
should do well at forward.
25. Utah - Brian Evans, F,
Indiana. The Big Ten player of
the year goes to a team that's
almost always looking for a starting small forward or a center.
26. Detroit - Jermaine
O'Neal, C, Eau Claire (S.C.) H.S.
Don Reid was the starting center
last year for the Pistons. Enough
said.
27. Orlando - Tony Delk, G,
Kentucky. A 3-point shooter and
a winner who would be drafted a
dozen spots higher if he was
three inches taller than he is at
6-foot-1.
28. Seattle - Walter McCarty,
F, Kentucky. An athletic big
body (6-10) who has shown a
touch from 3-point range in
college.
29. Chicago - Drew Barry, G.
Georgia Tech. The third son of
Hall of Famer Rick Barry to
make it to the NBA.

22 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE

•

ALL WEEK!
See Below For Additional Daily Specials

,

3

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs •
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)

June 24

MONDAY

NIKE DAY

June 25

TUESDAY

RUNNERS DAY

June 26

-WEDNESDAY

REEBOK DAY

June 27

THURSDAY

June 28

FRIDAY

TENNI DAY

June 29

SATURDAY

FINAL MARKDOWNS

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

AMERICAN LEAGUE
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct, G9
597
Na. Yon
43 29
556 3
Baltimore
40 32
448 1
33 41
Toronto
411 134
30 43
Boston
276 24
55
Doren
21
Central Division
L Pct. G8
W
46 28
622 Cleveland
43
573 34
32
Chicago
493 9t4
37
36
Mleaukes
479 10'4
35 38
tannish:its
427 144
32 43
Kansas City
West Division
L Pct. GO
W
45 30
Tetas
600 542 44
39 33
Susie
526 54
40 36
California
461 104
35 41
Oakland
Monday's Gaines
Chicago 4. Calitornia 2, let game
California 6. Chicago 4, 2nd game
lammed/ 3, New Yost 0
Balimore 8, Texas 3
Oakland 4. Derail 2
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Game.
Detroit ((Averse 3-3) at Oakland (Woven 2-5).
215 pm
Na. York (Bcoltnriger 0-1 and Mervkoza 2-3) at
Minnesota (Rodriguez 6-7 and 'front* 1-0). 2,
406 pm
Cleveland (Hershiser 7-4) at Boston (Gordon
5-3). 806 pm
Searle (Hitchcock 3-3) al TOrOrdo (NitrilsOn 7-9),
635 pm
California (Langston 5-2) al Chicago (Tapan
7-4). 70.6 pm
lAlmaukee (Bones 5-11) at Kansas Ory (Gutiocia
4-10). 705 pm
Balirrore (Wells 44) al Tome (Gross 7-6). 7•35
0 °It

NA TIOHA). LEAGUE
Ease Division
L Pet 08
W
Atlanta
47 27
635 Montreal
44 31
567 34
467 124
Flonda
35 40
34 41
453 134
Now YOfil
Phi ladisipnia
425 154
42
31
Central Division
L Pet. C411
W
37 37
500 St Louis
Houston
'A
494
38 39
Chicago
35 40
467 2'4
Pittsburgh
35 40
467 7.4
31
449 3.4
3$
Cincinnati
Woo Division
W
L Pet. 88
41
35
539 Los Angeles
513 2
San Otago
39 37
37 36
507 24
Colorado
San Francisco
493 34
36 37
Monday's Gaines
Montreal 11. oinspuro 3
Ronda 2. San Frseesco 1
Cinasnall 7. Frnoladebillia 0
New York 2. Coiorado 1
St bias 9, ARAMs 2
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia (Oulrico 0-0 and IMmbe 0-3) at Cutfinnat
141 and Jarvis 1-1), 2, 435 pm
San Francisco (Vantarninghem 44) st
(Weathers 2-1), 806 pm.

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL DA
•

In appreciation for your business and support for the last twenty-two years,
we are having a week long sale. A grand prize of a $200 gift certificate will be
given away Saturday, June 29 at 9 p.m.
-

Saturday night.
Drawing for the $200 Gift Certificate will be at 9 p.m.
No purchase necessary.
Need not be present to win.
Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

Pittsburgh a Snit 4-3) al Weibel (Rueher 4-4)
635 pm
Colorado (Thon•mison 14) al New York Moors
6-41, 640 pm
St Louis (Stoblemyre 6-5) at Atlanta (Schmid,
2-3). S40 pm
Chicago (Triad. 5-4) M Los Angst,' None
114). 916 pm
Houston (HarrptOn 5-4) at SAM Diego (Tesilistury
5-5). 906 pm
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MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES
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Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Compkitely Erected Including Conciete Floors
Not Pre Fab Catpenter Built All Ouafity M denials

A 4 concrete boor
reinforced with
wire mesh
• 12 looting
C Polyurethane
under concrete
D Anchor bolls
•
in concrete

E. Treated
bottom

plates
F It studs 16 OC
G 7 . Blonde'
under siding
H Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

/
0

I Sell suppoitarl 216
tiu.ted cane,. 2 tt
0C
J , plyNOLA
decking
K Seal doom shingles
L Overhang coveted
OA Overhead steel

ft

door
N

Steel service door
0 244 fascia
aluminum Coveted
P 2110 headers
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We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty
Deluxe Models

Vinyl $ldlnl
1' CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (IWO)
LARGE 2 CAR (2202)
2' I CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2' z CAR (24x30)

$3,525 1' CAR (1200)
$4.325 2 CAR (18x20)
$4.625 LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$4,825 2' CAR (24x24)
$5,425 LARGE 2' 2 CAR (24130)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

S4.025
$4,725
$5,125
$5,225
55.925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

Serving Western Kentucky and Middle lennessee
with professional care and service since 1958

(502) 753-0414
1-800-467-BU6S

ontro
surHoRitt

FIRM

Elimination System

Specializing in FHA/VA and HUD
inspection reports

Pesticides are safe in the hands of professionals.
Mark McGee / Entomologist
Rick &Gee / Manager

The h
Janie Parker, left, Kentucky's Mother of the Year and president of the
Calloway County 4-H Council, receives the Conrad Feltner 4-H award.

Parker receives honor
Janie Parker, 4-H adult leader
from Calloway County, has been
honored in the prestigious Conrad
Feltner 4-H Leadership Award
program.
The announcement was made at
the Awards Assembly on the University of Kentucky campus in
Lexington June 14, as part of the
state 4-H Senior Conference
activities.
Parker has been an active leader
for a number of clothing and sewing
projects, advisor for the newly
formed teen club,fund raiser for her
county council and represents her
area on the State 4-H Leaders
Council.
"Seeing young people succeed in
becoming good citizens and leaders
in their club has made my responsibility worth it," she said."lam glad!

have had a part in guiding 4-H'ers as
they work to make the best better."
This program is named in honor
of Conrad Feltner, a former state 4H leader. It recognizes adult and
teen volunteer leaders at the county,
area and state levels. The program
was established in 1978 and is
funded from gifts specified for this
purpose and managed by Friends of
Kentucky 4-H, Inc.
Volunteer leaders are chosen by
their peers based upon their leadership and personal development;4-H
leadership roles in current and previous years at the county, area and
state levels; and leadership roles
with other organizations. Only 16
adults and 16 teenagers are named
annually as state winners from more
than 25,000 volunteers serving in
Kentucky.

male(

Mark Paschall, Murray; Mary Usher, Benton, and Jeanne Davis, Purchase
Extension area director, attended University of Kentucky's State Extension
Council meeting In Lexington. Paschall and Usher represent the Purchase
Extension area on the state council.
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Council discusses needs
Members of the University of
Kentucky's State Extension Advisory Council met in Lexington recently to discuss local needs for Extension programming.
"Members of the council arc an
important linkage between the campus of the University of Kentucky
and users of Extension programs in
communities throughout the state.
We depend on the council to advise
us on needs for programming at the
local level," said Paul Warner,assis-

tarn director of the Cootlerative
Extension Service.
Members of the council arc
elected to serve on the state council
by their area Extension council.
Each area is represented by two
members, Warner said.
While at the meeting, members of
the council discussed programming
concerning, children, youth and
families at risk, health and food
safety, food quality and safety, and
environmental and natural resources, among other issues.
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MCGEE PEST CONTROL OF MURRAY, INC.
1302 North 12th Street • Murray. Kentucky

4,1
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Court Re,

Good Food

Fast Service-Convenient Location

This Week's Special
Large B-BQ
Fries and
Medium Drink

Friday Night Buffet
Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catlish Fillets, Fried Chicken, Hickory Smoked Ham,Food Bar, Salad

s 95

Bar, Dessert Bar, Drink

Place Ain't Fancy But Sho Is Good Food

753-0045
ilon.-Fr1. 10 a.m 4130 p.m.
Chestnut St.
Murray, KY

Award recognizes Steely
Leslie Steely, 4-H teen volunteer
leader from Calloway County, has
been honored in the prestigious
Conrad Feltner 4-H Leadership
Award program. The announcement was made at a luncheon on the
University of Kentucky campus in
Lexington on June 14 as part of the
state 4-H Senior Conference
activities.
Leslie dreams of someday owning her own day care center and
believes that her work with younger
children as a 4-H teen leader will
offer opportunities to develop skills
that will help her in this business.
Through 4-H conferences and ac-

THE OPTIMIST CLUB OF MURRAY'S
BIGGEST SMALL TOWN PARADE IN AMERICA
July 4, 1996

tive participation,she has learned to
work with others and obtained skills
and lifestyle perspectives.
This program is named in honor
of the late Conrad Feltner, former
state 4-H leader. It recognizes adult
and teen volunteer leaders at
county, area and state levels. The
program was established in 1978,
and is funded from gifts specified
for this purpose and managed by
Friends of Kentucky 4-H, Inc.
Volunteers leaders are chosen by
their peers based upon leadership
and personal development; 4-H
leadership roles in current and previous years at the county, area and
state levels; and leadership roles
with other organizations. Only 16
adults and 16 teenagers are named
annually as state winners from the
more than 25,000 volunteers serving in Kentucky.

The Kentucky Affiliate of the American Heat Association recently held Its 47th
Annual Awards Luncheon In the Crystal Ballroom of the Brown Hotel In
Louisville. The meeting's theme, In conjunction with the affiliate's seventh
delegate assembly, was "heart Disease: A Family Affair." Stephanie Wyatt
(pictured right) from Calloway County High School accepted the AHA
Kentucky Affiliate's Outstanding Save A Sweet Heart Program Award from
board chairman Barbara Kingsley.- More than 50 awards were presented to
volunteers and organizations from across the state for their achievements In
educational programs, fund raising and communications. More than 200
volunteers joined In the festivities. Stephanie Wyatt, pictured above, from
Murray accepted two awards. She coordinated one of the state's outstanding
Save A Sweet Heart programs at Calloway County High School;Save a Sweet
Heart Is a student-run smoking prevention program. Wyatt also coordinated
the state's Top Dance For Heart event with Alison Burton at Fitness Figures.
The event raised more than $6,100. In addition, Steve Storey of Murray
received a Bluegrass Pacesetter Award for chairing one of the state's
outstanding American Heart Walks. The event raised more than $8,200 last
fall.

Phone:
Type Of Entry (Float, Band, Walking, Car, Horse,

Remember, use patriotic colors when decorating your entry.
Awards will be given in the following categories:
Most Patriotic, Most Original, Best of Show
We Look Forward To Seeing You There!!!

***ENTRY FORM DEADLINE JUNE 28, 1996****
Your parade line-up area and number will be mailed to you on June 28, 1996.
If you have questions please feel free to contact us at 302 N. 12th St., Murray,Ky. 42071
or call:
days 502-753-5842, nights 502-759-1542.
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Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this time to thank the many people who so generously
contributed to make our 4-H June is Dairy Month Poster Contest a success.
Special thanks to all the businesses who supported the contest. Your
donations made it possible for every child to receive a nice prize. Area
businesses also contributed refreshments for our awards reception. The
Women's Committee of Kentucky Farm Bureau Federation for collecting
the prizes and hanging the posters around town. Also, the judges had a
really hard job, since all 88 posters were so creative and terrific.
We had a really fun experience and look forward to next years contest
Ginny Harper
County Extension Agent for
4-F1/Youth Development
Weaks Community Center
607 Poplar Street, Murray, KY 42071-2587
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Parade Time 9:30 a.m. SHARP
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RETURN TO: Parade, 302 N. 12th St., Murray, Ky. 42071
Parade Line-up begins at 8:00 a.m.

Contact Person:

HOUSE
open Mot
to 5 Nice
thing $1
women,
sweater:
dresses
Murray c
489 224:3,

inc rca

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

Route: Main St. from 10th St. across the Court Square to the Briggs & Stratton parking
lot.
Name Of Organization:

FRATER
lice. °tie
bage Bei
753-1621

Alk
*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care
Agency Manager.

NUI
NUR
Øi
Until 1965. half dollars contained 90 percent silver and ten
percent copper. The Coinage Act
of 1965 changed the ratio to 40
percent silver and 60 percent
copper.
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• Daily SE Weekly Rental.,
• Clean, Depenti.iihic

Ray T. Broach; Agent. Bob Corneltoon

7534703
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310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

• Call Us tor Ralcs

Holland Motor Salo
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461
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INVITATION TO BID
FLEET INSURANCE
The Murray Board of Education will receive
sealed bids for fleet insurance for the school
buses and other vehicles owned by the
Murray Board of Education.

CONSTRUCTION laborer
needed. Some experience
required. Call 753-0834

The bids will be received until 12:00 noon on
August 6th, 1996,at which time the bids will
be opened publicly and read aloud. The bid
will cover the time period from August 24,
1996 until August 24, 1997.
Specifications are on file in the Murray
Board of Education office at 208 South 13th

Street, Murray, Kentucky, and interested
bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The bid shall be in an opaque envelope with

the name of the bidders and "Fleet Insurance Bid'' written on the outside. The board
reserves the right to reject any and all bids
and waive any irregularities in bidding.
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ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

Special Of The Week

CLEARANCE SALE!!
Homelite electric start gas
trimmers, Regularly
$16900 — Sale $134.00.
Used lawn & garden equipment, MUST GO! Hutson
Ag Eq ,Hwy 45 S. Mayfield.
247-4456

Full-Size
Mattress
Set

NOW AVAILABLE
RCA
,

010111 SA111.1 111 SUN

(t4a

WARD
ELKINS

9138

PURDOM
Furniture& Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4672

050
Lost
And Found

FRATERNAL Order of Police, offering Ig, h-d Garbage Bags, $20 00 a box
753-1621

FOUND: Small white dog
w/black markings on face,
wearing blue collar on Ryan
Ave. 753-2524.

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5. Sun 1 LOST: Snapper push
to 5 Nice consignment clo- mower near Ellis Wrather
thing. $1.00 Buys mens, Rd or Flint Church Rd. Fell
women, children jeans, off trailer. 753-3053.
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. 13 Miles from
050
Murray on Hwy 464. Call
Help
489-2243 or 753-6981
Wanted

1996 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standariaed in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
Die pars A deductible
you, of your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to 5736 in
1996.
For more information
call:

MECONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY •
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
'ow 34th rot of wrme

UNIVERSITY Heights Apts
is seeking part time mane
gem for new Complex opening soon. Please call MonWed-Fri, 8:30am-1 30pm
502-726-1459. Equal Emplo or Opportunity.
070
Domestic
I Childcare

EARN up to 1,000's weekly
processing mail. Start now
no experience. Free supplies, information No obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envehouses is my
lope to, Bucks, Dept 14 CLEANING
business. Reliable. Cal
Colonial
Dr
East
3208-C,
759-9553.
No 308,Orlando, Fl. 32803. Linda
HOME
& Office cleaning.
FULL time machine operaDaily, weekly, spring cleantor with growing mailing
ing. Ph Valerie, 759-5021
service Latong and driving
required Computer experi- WILL clean houses Reaence helpful Possibility for sonable rates References
advancement. Apply in per- 437-4064
son at Automated Direct
Mail, 312 Main St, Murray.
120
FULL time Meat Dept help
needed Apply in person, D
&TF.,nal. 6.623S 4th St No
phone calls please.

Notice

Notice

EARN $350/wk Part time
Now hiring mystery shop
pers for local stores Free
products 1-317-786-6009

SUBWAY is now looking for
an enthusiastic and hardworking mature person to
be trained for position of
manager Please mail resume to 508 N 12th, Murray, KY 42071

1,000 WEEKLY stuffing envelopes Free into. Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express Sept
96, 100 East Whitestone
Blvd Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park, Tx 78613.
A Highly self motivated individual with great interpersonal skills for advertising
sales. Job responsibilities
include outside sale, customer service, maintain established accounts and
open new revenue accounts_ Must be a responsible and enthusiastic individual. Must own vehicle and
a valid drivers license. Salary plus commission. Send
resume to: P.O_Box 1040
F, Murray, Ky.

INCREASE the value of
your home- and beautify
your life! With expertly applied wallpaper by McFarlane Designs_ Borders, one
wall, one room or the whole
house or office. Call for
your free estimate. 25
years orquality workmanship McFarlane Designs
759-9750.

ALLIANCE Corporation is
now accepting applicabons for Superintendents.
Applications may be obtained from Alliance Corporation, 116 E. College
Street, P.O_Box 1480,
Glasgow, KY 42142-1480.
502-651-8848. An equal
opportunity employer M/F/

PSYCHIC READINGS by
Mrs Anne Tells past, present and future. Advice on
all affairs of lite. Palm &
Tarot card reading also
available. 767-0508. 208 S
12th, Murray.

BRIGHT'S of Murray now
taking applications for lull &
part time positions Experience in sales & cashiering
preferred Apply at 110 So
5th St, Murray, Ky.

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nfirsing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Computers

COMPAQ Pentium Com
puter, 12MEG Ram
750MB,
hd, VGA monitor
FULL time Receptionist/
Assistant for local dental CD -Rom, 28,000 fax
modem and Epson color
office. Send resume to
$1900.
P.O.Box 1040 T, Murray, ink-jet printer All for
Cad 762-6628.
KY 42071.
MACINTOSH HSI compuI'LL pay you to lose weight. ter with 9MEGS RAM, 120
Get paid to lose up to 30Ibs MEG hard drive, Apple 14"
in the next 30 days 100% color monitor, keyboard,
Natural, 100% Guaran- mouse, lmagewriter
teed, no exercise required. printer, Claris works,
Doctor recommended Call Quicken, System Seven,
502-354-9404.
original discs and manuals.
IMMEDIATE OPENING: Excellent condition. Great
Full time position in Outpa- starter unit. Below used
tient Physical Therapy price listing. Call 753-1163
Clinic. We are looking for in the evening.
an energetic individual who USED Computers, bought
enjoys dealing with the and sold Call 767-0858
public and has a strong
work ethic Apply in person
140
on Tuesday, June 25th or
Want
Thursday, June 27th beTo Buy
tween the hours of 8:00arn
and 500 pm at our office: ANTIQUES by the piece o
Scott Winkler, Physical collections 753-9433 day
Therapist, Physical Medi- or night.
cine Services, Inc 312
ANTIQUES: Entire estates
South 8th St.
or 1 piece. Call Larry Elkins
a- LOOKING for 3 sales- 492-8646 days, 753-1418
man, for above average evenings.
income for the-right people.
CASH paid for good, used
Experienced closers prerifles, shotguns, and pisferred, but we will train the
tols. Benson Sporting
right people. Call
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
502-753-9715 ask for Al
Murray.
Davis, 8am-10am, M-F.
NEEDED: Someone with at
least lyr experience in roofing & siding. Pay depending on experience. Call
753-2592.
NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/ POTENTIAL PROCESSING
MORTGAGE REFUNDS
OWN
HOURS
800-771-5281 EXT 1209_
(24 hours).

time or part
time, experience
required. Apply

person

to

George Stockton, PTL, 641
South.
753-1717

_TV-779.7I
Pam14.04C.Uot

Apartments
For Rent

SLEEPER sofa, good condition, $125. Like new, Aerodyne exercise bike, $40
Call 759-4756

28R trailer, no pets
753-9866

MURRAY Manor Apart
ments now accepting appli
cations for 1 2br apart
ments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon Fri
1409 Dusgiud Or

MS (

PART time servers
needed. Mostly weekends
and night shift. Apply at
Seven Seas Restaurant,
Wed- Sat, between 4pm &
5pm. No phone calls
please. Ask for Paul
PART time shop janitor &
yard maintenance Apprx 2
days per week Ph
753-0411 References
please
RECEPTIONIST needed
full time Typing & computer skills desirable, but not
mandatory. Should have
friendly & cooperative demeanor. Send resume or
tenet of application to
P 0.Box 1040 K, Murray.
KY 42071.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring grill cook Apply on
person, Mon- Fri
SOMEONE experienced to
change truck tires
753-7342

2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209

USED bikes, 16" boys
Schwinn, 16 girls Murray,
20" boys Murray and 24" FURNISHED trailer for
rent, includes washer &
boys lOsp Schwinn
dryer Approx 11 miles from
382-2534
Murray, 5 miles from KenVS SHOPSMITH saw 10' lake For appointment call
blade on stand with cas- 901-6425985, leave
ters Good condition, con- message
verts to drill press % "
Chuck, some basic wood
285
chisels, sell $550 or trade
Mobile
for yard tractor or trailer of
Home Lots For Rent
equal value Live in a tin
house (trailer), no room in MOBILE Home Village,
storage at Northwood Stor $80 mo, water furnished
age
in
Murray
Coleman RE 753-9898
5024365261
NEAR Hazel Includes
trash
water, lawn
$100 mo 492 8488
FOR SALE

AT&T Merlin Phone
System W/7 Phones.
Complete with music
on hold and conference call. ideal for
small office or business.
Call 753-6450
150
Horn*
Furnishings
2PC Sectional sofa, gray
$200 LazyBoy recliner
$75 3 Occasional Oak
tables $75/all Call
753-5270 after 5pm

641 STORAGE available,
4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10!25
Visa & Mastercard accepted 753 c-685
650 SQ FT near Courtsquare at 500 Maple St in
Murray Call 753-8964
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utilities 753-1266
LARGE storage facility with
good commercial location
Coleman IRE 753-9898

EXTREMELY nice Oak dining room table, 6 chairs,
and china cabinet $975
435-4558

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536

WHITE washed pine queen
size bedroom suite, sleigh
bed, dresser, chest dresser
with mirror, $1,000 obo.
Wood framed couch, $60
obo. 759-5024.

OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
WAREHOUSE 3000sq tt,
1 4 blocks off C,ourtsquare
in Murray, Ky at 602-B,
Maple St Call 753-8964.

190
Firm
Equipment

220

RED Belly Ford tractor in
good condition, 13hrs on
major overhaul Have receipts, hour meter, new box
blade 6', new rake 6' Used
bushhog 14 yrs, pond
scoop, used, have no need
for it, $3000 New rear ores
502-436-5261

Apartments
For Rent
1.2,3BD apts. Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets.
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
days,753-0606 after 5pm.
1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
available now. Coleman
RE, 753-9898.
1BR Apt, furnished & paid
utilities No pets Applicabons taken 2-4pm, Thurs &
Fri Call 436-2755

200
Sports
Equipment

1BR, duplex iv/gas heat
Rent/ deposit, $275 412 N
5th St 759-4696

Articles
For Sale

GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

1991 MITSUBISHI large
screen TV. Cost $2800,
asking $1400. Call evenings 753-2859.

HANDGUNS, Rifles, Shotguns, Quality Leather Holsters, Ammos & Access
BHB Firearms. 436-2980_

3'4 TON Packaged heat
pump_ Good condition, 4yrs
old. For mobile home or
house. 436-5315.

SKI MACHINE Call after 6, 1BR furnished apt
$235/mo Near MSU No
759-9839
pets, water furnished, availSOLOFLEX w/all attach- able July 1
753-5980,
ments, plus rowing ma- 753-1203
chine, $425 obo. 759-9841
1 OR 2br apts near downafter 6pm.
town Murray 753-4109
210
2 BLOCKS from Campus,
1615 Farmer Ave 2 or
Firewood
3BR, $275/mo. plus depoA-FIREWOOD for sale sit. Available now
753-4249.
437-4667

MECHANIC

in

Mobil,
Homes For Rent

150

PAPA John's Pizza now 94 LILY disk mower condihiring all positions. Assis- tioner, 71t, $7500
tant Manager, delivery driv- 492-6174
ers, & in-store positions ANTIQUE furniture, exeravailable. Flexible hours, cise bike, NEW weed eater
perfect for college stu- (used only once), baby bed,
dents. Delivery drivers oriental rug, crystal, odds
must be 18 & have good and ends. Some itemsdriving record. Apply in make an offer! Come by or
person
call after 5pm, 753-4225,
912 Waldrop Dr (1 block
northeast of 5 points at 16th
& Chestnut). Ask for Vesta.

Full

320

articles
For Sale

Wanted

COMPUTER users
needed Work own hours
$20k to $50k/yr
1-800-348-7186 x 486

250

150

Hp

14*
Wanted

Leema
NOW

FIREWOOD. 436-2562.
220
Musical

DYNA 16" neon yellow
bike, bike carrier, hunter BALDWIN Electronic
green chaise lounge. All in Grand Piano, MIDI capexcellent condition. Call able. Full size keyboard.
Never needs tuning, excel753-9674 before 11pm.
lent condition, $1000.
HUSHPUPPIES from
753-5778.
Heaven. Secret family recipe. Send $1.00 and self
addressed stamped enve270
lope to: 206 Faxon Rd,
Mobile
Murray, Ky 42071 You
Homes For Sale
have never tasted anything
so delicious
12x50, 1970 I BR Mobile
METAL store shelf units home, elec heat & ac, nice
stove. Have title, $1000
Call 759-1000
obo. 753-0530 days,
PINE Sawmill lumber, air 489-2887 nights.
dried. 8ft, 1x4 .50fJea. Sit,
2x4 $1.25/ea. 12ft, 2x4 14x70, '85 BUCHANEER,
$2/ea. 8ft, 1x6 51/ea. 12ft, 2br, 2 bath, washer, dryer,
2x6 $3/ea. 8ft, 3x3 central heating & cooling
$1 50/ea. Also Oak 8ft, 4x4 Totally remodeled Great
$3/ea Cherry 8ft, 1x6 condition, $16,000 Call
$2/ea Round Locust posts, 767-0310
$1.25/ea. Square Locust 24x60 DOUBLEWIDg, 3br,
posts, $3/ea. 435-4494
2 bath on lot 85x120, west
RAINBOW vacuums, new, of Dexter. 16x20 building
Call 437-4004
used, rebuilt
/32-759-2454
2BR, owner will finance
RIDING mowers, push
mowers. tillers 753-8292.

1BR, close to University &
hospital Some utilities
paid 753-8756

2BR, patio, shade, carport
No pets, $345/mo.
753-6931

HAZEL Apts has available
2br apt. Must be 62, handicapped, or disabled. Rent
based on income. Equal
Housing Opportunity
TDD#1-800-247-2510,
527-8574 or 492-8721
HILLDALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 3br
apts. Handicap accessible.
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Monday-Friday, 7:30-3.30
Equal Housing Opportunity. 437-4113, TDD
1-800-545-1833 X287.
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Wesdy Village, tbr
apartment, utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888.
SMALL Apt 1 room & bath
$125/mo Near MSU Water furnished, no pets available June 24th 753-5980.
753-1203

NOW taking applications
3BR, 2 bath, cent h/a, for Section 8 low rent housSEE us for your barn or roof treated wood deck & steps ing Apply in person at
metal Cut to length 1680. Like new Fleet- Southside Manor, 906
Cover's 36 inches, many wood Could arrange h- Broad St Extended, becolors Economy Metal & nanang to qualified buyer tween 8am- 12noon No
Call 759-4117, 759-9187 or phone calls please Equal
Supply Co 489-2722
742-4435
Housing Opportunity
SHARP 7200 plain paper
copier, reduces/ enlarges,
'86 Clayton mo$800 753-6069 leave MUST Sell!
bile home, 14x70, 3br. 2 MUR-CAL Apartments now
message
bath New 3 ton heat & air accepting applications for
TIE Slabs for sale, Excellent shape Must be 1, 2 and 3br apartments
$4 /bundle
Call moved Partially furnished Phone 759-4984 Equal
901-232-8361. Stacy
Housing Opportunity
901-586-4450

'

-•

„

NICE large 2br, 2 bath Duplex, central h/a, garage
appliances, lyr lease.
$575/mo
No pets
753-8856
Heights
University
Apartments Is now ac-

cepting applications
for 1 & 2 bedroom
rental assisted apartments opening soon.
These are for families
handdisabled,
icapped, senior citi-

zens, wheelchair accessible. For more information cell
502-726-1459
Mon.-Wed.-Fri.
8:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
For hearing impaired
only call
1-800-247-2510.
Equal Housing Opportunity

We offer all your tobacco
tiring wood needs.
Just Call

181)Wood
Products
Order Early
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

Ugl9Puck

LJ Rental and

Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

CARPET &FLOOR COVERING)---com....see Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Instaliason Expenenc0
WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK

340

Jim Knight Sales & Installation Tan
Jay Knight
•
Mitch Knight
aware
Hwy 641 1/2 f4,
,,th of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road
yards

Murray

753-7728

Houses
For Rent
2BR brick house with car
port in nice neighborhood,
$500 per month. Deposit,
lease, and references required. 753-4199.
2BR completely furnished
with refrig, stove, washer,
dryer, living suite, coffee
table & end tables. 2BR
suites, microwave, dining
room suite, curtains, carport. Nice quiet neighborhood, 2 blocks from University. $465/mo, $465 deposit. 753-7473.
3BR, 171 bath brick in
town. Newly decorated,
central h/a, $575/mo. Call
753-2477.
3BR, 1 bath, central gas
h/a, ceding fans, stove &
ref, w/d hookup, $400 plus
deposit. No pets. Lease &
references required
753-1059_
NICE 3br home, 1109 Elm
St, large kitchen/ dining
combination Bath w,
shower, $350/mo + depo•
sit, 1yr lease required Call
759-4665 after 5pm
VERY nice 2br, 1 bath Duplex. Appliances furnished,
w/d hookup, $475/mo lyr
lease, lmo deposit No
pets. 753-2905, 753-7536

Hook 10

Wiggins Furniture Store
Large inventory of sofas, loveseats
and wingback chairs. All colors, all
patterns, all on sale at great prices.
Come see us this week.

Buy 1 Lamp & Get 1 FREE
With Your Purchase
As always we have FREE delivery
and easy terms.

753-4566
Experienced salesperson for a well established, local telemarketing company. Excellent benefit package which includes medical,
401K etc. Outstanding pay package for a
dynamic, motivated individual. Good hours,
good working conditions in a friendly environment.

Please Send resume to P.O. Box
104012, Murray, Ky., 42071.
Application held in the
strictest confidence..
For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

For Rent
Or Leese

CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drove behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

CID
753-1916

Call Us Today!

3BR Duplex, 2 baths, deck,
$450/mo. 435-4214.

Coleman RE 753-9898

•
••••• 41,r,

NICE Ibr, $275/rno, aP
pittances & utilities turn
ished No pets 641 &
Green Plain Rd 492-8634

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?

SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUC110N 'OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world-class.
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6 00 p.m.or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 am.on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off ari Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The startinghourly rate of pay is 56.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period.
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please
contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150

An Equal Opportu nrty Employer

MF DV

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more eamings than traditional 6 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $6.20 and tops off at $8 84 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period
If you've got what it takes to work vvIth the world's best toyrnakers contact

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportun,ty Employer
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Uveritock
& Supplies
3BR, 14 bath bock home
17(+-) acres barn and
shop Almo Heights area
753-1793 or 753 3005 after
5pm

GOATS tor sale $25 & up
All sizes 489 2455

;

4 OR 5BR, 2 bath bock
home. 1 35 acre lot on Doran Road, $139,000
753-4547 or 753 2833

3 REGISTERED male
Cocker Spaniels for sale
Each dog is registered
under tie American Kennel
Club 492 8518

BEAUTIFUL new construction 14 miles north of
Murray in established subdivision 3br, 2 baths, large
front porch & rear deck,
attached garage City gas &
water. Oak cabinetry, large
kitchen & dining room and
lots of closet space
436-5362. 436-5437 or
759 4567

ADORABLE Toy Red Poo
die puppies Excellent pet
stock First shots $200/ea
762 4798 or 753-6749
AKC Reg Rottweiler pup
pies Call after 5 753-4263
COCKER puppies, 6wks
old party colored, Blonde &
white. $50 502 382 2369
44.

BRICK & vinyl home, 3 or
4br,3 baths, Cathedral ceiling w/loft, 2 car garage &
shop on 5 acres 435 4318

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436 2858
GERMAN
SHORT
HAIRED puppies, AKC,
Weal hunters/pets, white
Shots/wormed, $200
502-885 7001
GOLDEN Rat_ born May
21, $75.00. 753-7328.
,i10

Put&
Ode

BY Owner Reduced,
$95,500 Country Farm
house 4br, 2+ bath, studio,
new central heat & air, 2
acres Owner/ Agent
489-2207
COUNTRY setting, 3br, 1
bath, garage, 1 acre No
down payment! Mid 40s
Call Edwina 759-2001.
Grey's Properties
DUPLEX 3br. 2 bath & dou
ble carport 753 7947

Yard Sale
704 Poplar St.
Wed., Thurs., Fri.
& Sat.
June 26-27-28-29
5 a.m. till ?
Beat The Heat Something for everyone New stuff added
every day
430
Rest
Estate
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley. state certified
759 4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you,sie thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 752-1222 or WO
by oiliest at 711 Main St
WHY wonder about selling
your Real Estate at auction? Call Wilson Real Estate at 753 5086

2 LOTS with 24'x30' garage & electric servitie,10cated in Preston Heights,
500 feet from city limits All
underground city utilities.
$24900 753 2339
3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights. 500 feet from
City limits All underground
citY utilities 753-2339
TWO custom building sites
in the country. 3 miles to
downtown Murray Both 3+
acres paved frontage road
Shared well Restricted
Owner finance possible
Call 7535231
a60

Homes
For Salo
2 STORY brick, 4br.
bath Quality construction,
$194,000 obo 759 2571.
435 4040, 435 4013
2YR Old home 3BR, 2
baths, 2 car garage, large
corner lot Lots of extras,
$110.000 firm Call for ap
pointment Serious buyers
only, please 753 4761

DUPLEX, 3br. double car
port 753-5114
FIRST time on the market
38R, 2 bath, kitchen with
lots of cabinets & built in
desk & dining area. Extra
large family room with fireplace & gas logs Sunroom
opening to deck, ceiling
fans, new natural gas heat
& air Landscaped & extra
lot available. Call
753-5121.
GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4`
bath, 2 story, 4100/+ sq ft
Lots of extras, Walnut cabinets, Conan baths,
decks, gazebo, sprinkler
system, large game room,
study
753-5940,
436-5946
GREAT Location- 2 minutes from town, recently
redecorated 2tx home, Ig
covered deck with hot tub,
finished 24x30 garage with
carport Good starter
hoIne•
753-5102/
742-9744
IF you don't mind a beautiful drive to the country, then
you'll love the bargain you
get in this 3br, 24 bath,
brick home 2200sq ft,
heated space on 2(+-)
acres, dose to Ky, but in
Tenn Hardwood floors in
bedrooms, fireplace & den.
$79,000. Marty Moody Realty Co. 1-800-642-5093.
IMMACULATE 3br, 2 bath
ranch, setting on one acre
in the North school district
clearly reflects owner's
pride Efficient step-saver
kitchen, oak cabinetry
throughout, dining room,
attached garage, circle
drive, nicely landscaped,
and maintenance free exterior. All this and only
$87,500. Call Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for your
personal tour today
MLS/3CC0519.
MOTIVATED OWNER
SAYS SELL!! MAKE AN
OFFER on this 2br, 1 bath
home in the Southwest
school district. Walk-in
doset in both bedrooms,
nice lot with city utilities and
county taxes, and your can
move in on the day you
dose Priced at $55,500 for
quick sale What more
could your want? Call Kopperud Realty, 753-1222,
and see this house today.
MLSI3000670

FOR SALE BY OWNER
It's a steal at $78,500 - firml 1519 square
feet living space,carport,fenced in backyard, 8x15 patio, 40x50 building - 15 feet
high (insulated and electric) w/10x30
concrete drive attached on front. Newly
remodeled with hardwood and ceramic
tile floors and new -cabinets. Hwy. 299
near Kirksey area.
For More Information Call:

753-0074

Prestige Homes ti.11
Building quality homes at an affordable price. Free floor plan consulting and building estimates.
We make a difference by being different!
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGE!!

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494
GET

530
Services
Offered

AUTO CREDIT

Been Turned Down Before?
Bad Credit • No Csidit
Bankruptcy • Divoilte

GET A NEW START

1-800-511-0715
NO CREDIT
APPLICATION REFUSED:
INSTANT CREDIT
AVAILABLE!
Reestablish Your Credit

NEW on Market 3br, 14
bath brick ranch Excellent
condition, privacy fence
good neighborhood
753-5958

1989 FORD truck, 38xxx
actual miles Good condition asking price $4500
436-2673

ASPHALT Driveway Sealing Free estimates
753-2279

1992 DODGE Dakota
Sport V8, blue with gray
interior Nice truck, rune
great Must sell, make otter
767-0874

DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vices 'Cleaning vinyl sid
ing, homes, mobile homes.
boats, brick driveways
BACKHOE Service • ROY
parking lots, all exterior
HILL Septic system drivecleaning, acid cleaning
ways, hauling, foundations.
available David Borders,
etc 759-4664
CLEANING- yards barns, Insured, Completely Mosheds, attics, garages bile Phone 502-759-4734
BOB S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free Hauling Free estimates Cellular 502-853-1108
Luke Lamb, 436-5950
estimates 753-1134
DRYWALL, finishing, reBUSHHOGGING, drive- COLSON Roofing All work pairs, additions and blowways graded, gardens and guaranteed for 1 year We ing ceilings 753-4761
lawns rob -tilled New 60 are licensed Phone call is
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
inch rob- tiller does a terrific FREE 559-3694
parts & service Everlock
job. Call slonesy 437-4030.
COUNTERTOPS custom vinyl underpining, lifetime
BUSHHOGGING, finish Homes trailers offices warranty tan, beige, white,
mowing & trimming, garden Wulft's Recovery, Murray grey 492 8488
and yard tilling 492-8530 436-5560
HANDYWORK/odd jobs
CARPET Cleaning Special CUSTOM bulldozing and wanted No job too small
$25.00 a Standard size backhoe work, septic sys- Just give us a call
room Free Scotchguarding tems, 354-8161 after 4pm, 759-1184
and Deordizing 436-2654 Horace Sholar
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5560

THE
AMENITIES
ABOUND in this 3br, 2 bath
brick ranch located on 121
South Large formal Irving/
dining room combo, lends
1994 GRAND Cherokee.
to easy entertaining Relax
4x4, loaded, leather interin large family room w/
ior. cid player 767-9435
hardwood floors & woodalter 5pm
burning fireplace Don't
miss the charm of the open '79 JEEP Cherokee 4x4,
airy Florida room & break- 360 motor, automatic, air,
fast room Beautiful setting runs good, $1500
with over 1 acre Call Gin- 753-6870
ger at Kopperud Realty,
7 53 1 2 2 2 or home '83 SUBURBAN,good condition, new engine & trans753-9534 MLS13000655
mission, $2200 753-0717
VICTORIAN farmhouse,
'88
FORD Ranger, ext cab,
new construction on 23
air, topper, $4250 obo
acres. 2000sq ft, 3br, 24
baths. Gourmet kitchen, 901-642-3754
ceramic tile in kitchen and 91 SILVERADO, red/ red,
bathrooms Fireplace, wrap power w/l, 350. Well kept,
around porch with dining 87xxx miles 753-7976
area, plenty of closet
space Secluded location '95 CHEVY S-10 ZR2
PACKAGE Ext cab, black,
only 8 miles east of Murray
18 Acres of lush pasture, new wheels, 21xxx miles.
Good condition, $18,500.
perfect for horses or cattle
Beautiful views A real Call 759-5661 after 6pm,or
dream house Asking in tie leave message
150's Call 759-2310
NICE dean 1989 Mazda
Please leave message
B2200 truck Ext cab,62xxx
miles, many extras
WHISPERING Meadows 753-0913
Subdivision, new constr
510
3br. 2 bath, 1400sq ft wi
attached 2 car garage,,
Campion
gourmet kitchen Must see
Please call Edwina at 1977 SOUTHWIND Motor
759-2001, Grey's home 25FT long, self- conProperties
tained, generator, roof air,
stove, refrigerator, sleeps 6
A70
to 8 people Ph 753-9137 if
no answer leave message.
Motorcycles
1989 COBRA, 34ft BIM, 3
1982 YAMAHA 550cc V airs, full awnings, gen.
twin, liquid cool, drive shaft, Many extras, $29,500 obo.
mag wheels, only 4xxx 901-642-3754.
miles. Garage kept, $1200.
436-2128.
520
Boats
1986 YAMAHA Fazer,
& Motors
700cc, header,carb kit, fast
bike,$2000 obo. 753-9603
17FT Bass boat, trailer,
115hp Mercury, $2,000.
490
474-8189 after 5pm.
Used
1985 SEARAY, 270 SunCars
dancer, $30,000 753-9562
1979 TOYOTA Corolla, or 753-4301
Sap, $800 753-9736, ask
2, 28F1 aluminum ponfor Donna
toons, good shape,
1982 LINCOLN Town Car, $1200/both. 753-7721.
sunroof, good condition.
Day 753-9181, night 24FT Pontoon boat '89
model boat & motor Call
7518594
after 6, 759-9839
1988 CAMARO, new paint,
runs good, 767-9435 after 25FT Pontoon boat, 100hp
Mariner w/trailer:5pm
436-5315.
1988 MAZDA RX7, red
convertible, sharp! 5sp, 2 KAWASAKI 550 Jet Skis
67xxx miles, $9100. 1981 & factory trailer Many exToyota Celica GT, Anniver- tras. Excellent condition
Must sell! $ 2 500
sary Ed, runs good, $700
753-6885.
Call 502-965-5976.

1991 DODGE Dynasty LE, 43FT Nautaline houseboat,
loaded, white w/blue inter- 2/302 Ford, 6.5 gen, flying
bridge. Many extras,
10f, $6,200. 753-5838 after
$29,500 obo. '92 Glass5 or leave message.
trearo runabout, 18ft,
1992 CADILLAC Sedan $9500 01:03. 901-642-3754
DeVille, low mileage, perfect condition. 753-2967. '96 KAWASAKI 750 Jet Ski
Less than 15hrs ride time,
1992 MAXIMA, loaded, $7,000. Call 395-5032, ask
electric sunroof, great con- for Jett or leave message.
dition 759-2366
BASS boat, States 289V,
1993 BUICK Regal Cus- fully equipped, XP150 motom, 4dr,, all power, new tor Used only 50hrs, looks
tires, low mileage_ and runs like new Always
489-2721
garaged, $12,000
'86 FORD Taurus Station- 753-3006
wagon, loaded, power win- SEA DOOS. 1995 GTX
dows,seats, steering. Lum- $4995. 1993 GTX $3995
bar cushion, cruise control, 1992 SPI $2695. 1989 SP
leather seats. New tires, $2295. 437-4723,
77xxx miles. price $3850. 437-4639
Call 753-0731
530
'91 COUGAR LS, loaded,
Services
$6500 492-6174
Offered
BMW, 1992525 IA, leather,
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
auto, sunroof, like new.
stump removal, tree sprayNADA $22,925 436-5365
ing, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
495
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & inVans
sured, Full line of equip1993 DODGE Caravan SE, ment, Free estimates. Tim
48xxx miles, exceptionally
Lamb
436-5744,
dean, excellent mechani1-800-548-5262..
cal Fully loaded, dark tint.
A-1 Tree professionals.
After market add- ons, askStump removal, tree spraying $12,950 436 2669 afing, serving Murray, Calloter 5pm
way County since 1980.
1993 FORD Aerostar Van
Free estimates 436-2247
XLT, White/blue, loaded, or 492-8737.
Michelin tires like new
A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
$1150000 Call 474-2381
hauling, tree trimming.
leave message
Free Estimates. Mark
MUST sell!'94 Ford AerosLamb. 436-5791,
tar XL, o/d, piw, warranty to 436-2528
75xxx miles, $11,700 obo
ABLE- BODIED LABOR
759-1429, 492-8899
Will mow and trim yards
Clean gutters and do minor
repairs GredI rates References 753-2179 Leave
message
1977 FORD F700, dump
ALL around hauling, Junk
truck, 120xxx miles (40xxx
clean up, cleaning out
on 391 engine), Sap, tubeless radials, trailer brakes, sheds, gutters, tree work
Free estimates Joe Lamb
251-500 GVM (no CDL re436-2867
quired), $6500 759-1515
1977 FORD and some construction tools Call after 5,
436-2052
1982 Y. TON GMC truck
w/rebuilt 250 engine
$2000 759 2130

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp ,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement 759-1515

CARPET & vinyl installer
Free estimates Residential
Commercial
502-376-2089

CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll- owner
502-492-6159

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special 134206 for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

Business On A Budget?

SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

Call 753-1916

For Details

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling
additions, roofing, siding
free estimates 436-2269
LAMB'S Painting and Contractors No job too large or
small. ResidentialSandblasting- Spray Painting 1-800-636-5262
LAWN mowing and trimming 759-9620

SUMNER ROOFING CO.

Sumner Roofing Co, Cadiz, KY
1400-270-0479 or 502-235-5979 levelaNSN

/

Trucking

Whiterock • Gravel • Sand
Fill Dirt • Washed Rock

for all your hauling needs call:

753-5543

•,
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ATTENTION

Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

Phone 436-2667
a NI=
I

Custom
CABINETS
a WOODWORKING

Will Build To Your Specifications!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672
630 N. dIth Si, (Neat to UMW/ Plaster) • Moray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC.

By

Tim LAMB
**Qii.ila. s., ,'i

.'

WALLPAPER Hanging
Quality workmanship. 25
years experience, FREE
Estimates James McFarlane 759-9750

MULCH,delivered Murray
436-5560
PAINTING, interior, exterior Roofing home repairs
Free estimates 436-5032,
anytime

WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753-2592

PATTERSON'S Landscaping Services 436-5918
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

W & B HOME MAINTENANCE Residential
Cleaning Home MaintePLUMBING Repair All nance &
Lawn care service
types plumbing repair Free
estimates within 100
Reasonable rates, mi
Discounts Toll free
502-437-4545
1-888-534-8248
R & R ELECTRIC. Mobile
home hookup, new con- WELDING Portable,
struction, rewiring, trouble stickes, MIG, hell are, braz
shooting & repairs. Free mg Mild steele, stainless,
estimates, fast service. Call aluminum and cast iron
Call David at 436-5638
anytime
Murray
762-0001
WILL do bushhogging in
SEAMLESS gutters in- Coldwater, Kirksey, Stella,
stalled, residential or com- Lynn Grove, Farmington
mercial, Servall Gutter Co areas Call 489-2300.
753-6433
WINDOW repair & replaceSUREWAY Tree & Stump ment, (vinyl) 759-1799
Removal Insured with full WOOD VCR- repairing
line of equipment Free es- VCR's, camcorders, microtimates. Day or night, waves, Mon- Fri,9-12, 1-5
753-5484.
Free estimates Visa/MC
accepted. 753-0530
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FREE puppy mixed,
Malamute/ Lab/ Border
Collie. Call between 4prn &
8pm. 436-5845
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while traveling. Accept any delays
with good grace: they will sharpen
youfwits. If you feel-that your judgMein may be faulty. seek a second
opinion.
VIRGO- (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
tendency to lash out in anger should
be checked before it Idnds you in hot
water. Diplomacy is the key to getling what you want. Do not imagine
that everyone shares your feelings.
LIBRA (Sept. 231Oct. 22): Welcome a chance to enjoy the limelight. Others applaud your ability to
bring the. right people together. Be
patient with someone who is down
in the dumps.
SCORPIO (Oct. ;23-Nov. 21):
Cleat away the clutter at work and
home, and productivity will rise.
Touch base with friends at a distance. Sharing secrets with your
one-and -only 'draws you closer
together.
• SAGITTARIUS (Nov, 22-Dec.
21): Your charisma attracts new
admirers. Help someone develop a
special talent. Join a friend for lunch
and a brisk ‘i :Ilk. Talking candidly
will be easier in relaxing surroundings.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): Make "moderation" your motto
today. Avoid eating or drinking too
much. Those who are open to innovative ideas will be given exciting
new responsibilities.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
A secret arrangement could mean
more money in the•bank. However.
consider the possibleconsvquences.
Keep an eye on your valuables when
• in public places. • PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20): An
excellent money day for those who
are in business for themselves."Be.
careful when pursuing your heart's
desire. Stepping on someone's toes
could lead loan official complaint.
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. TODAY'S CHILDREN. are resourceful and resilient, a tower of
strength to family and friends. Affectionate and home-loving, these Cancerians are delighted to provide a refuge and sympathetic ear for their loved
ones. Adept at making money, these farsighted individuals will be sure to
save for their retirement years. A continuing interest in physical fitness Will
help them live life to the fullest no matter what their age. Seemingly fearless, these Cancerians thrive on challenge and change. Their versatility is
legendary!.

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need it.
Call me today about your
auto insurance.

Tree Service

Gutter Cleaning&
Muich Hooting
Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup & delivery
753-5668

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
You will greatly expand your sphere
of influence: People yQU admire
show you new respect. September is
the ideal time to showcase your creativity and interest in the arts.
Clients are willing to pay top dollar
for original ideas. Seize a once-in-alifetime investment opportunity in
December. The marriage-minded
will find,roqiIèe especially rewarding as 1997 gets underway. Independent and i novative thinking will
help you bei out the competition!
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: champion cyclist Greg
LeMond, actress Eleanor Parker,
novelist Pearl -Buck, Olympic kgend Babe Didrikson.
" ARIES (March 2I -April 19):
You are entering an extremely productive cycle. Older people are
interested in your ideas. Give them
time to respond. It pays to shop
around for a loan at a lower interest
rate.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Do not let .shopping become an
obsession. Pay bills promptly to protect your credit rating. Get your surroundings in better order. Passion
fills the air when you and a newcomer meet privately.
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20):
Skimming the surface of life is not.
your style. Get the facts and figures.
before jumping to conclusions..
Compromise and hard work will
help you find a solution to a recurring problem.
CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Littic will escape your notice today.
Use your sixth sense about money to
make a quick profit. Give advice
only if asked. Be certain to meet a
deadline.
LEO-(July 23-Aug. 22): Do not
allow yourself to become distracted

502-.430-5744
1L-800-5413-52462
LJCV45ED & B151.1RED
owned k operued

TLC Mobile Car Wash &
Wax We come to you Call
Rack & Shern Wilson for
details 753-3557

HOROSCOPES

mb Brothers

Free Emanates

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203
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WEDNFSDAY,JUNE 26, 1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on sour own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone compaewill bill you 99
cents a minute.)

Let one call do it all for industrial, commercial or
residential. Also new construction.roofs, even farm
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdown.
We are Licensed ix Murray, bonded and insured.
All employees are covered under workers cornp. If
you need references we will gladly furnish them
from Murray and Calloway Co.
We are ready to serve you!

24 Hr. Scram

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed, in
sured Estimate available
759-4690

1111

1200 S. 12th St. • 502-753-0066

NIIIMI111.11 I

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING. House. mobile homes, brick & vinyl
Buildings, RV's, sidewalks
Free estimates 753-6490

-Run a Classified.-

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
erg99
$
494. (most carsmaw
414.
& light trucks)

'ct/

Sink's
Offered

-Need ExtraCash?

MURRAY BP

i

530
Services
Offered

Tree Trimming
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Chenup 51[1140,
Light Hauling. Etc
Full Line of
Equipment

Ashley Ross

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489 • 600 Main St
vtiagt
imitsmiciaMrdifiViv
,47.=

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

1984 CHEVY S10 pickup,
red good condition 1989
Eagle Cord Premier. runs
goad 1 Terry Bass boat,
Mercury motor, a complete
rig Runs good Call after
5pm 474-2700

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore. Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848

1989 % TON Chevy Silver
ado 4x4 auto blt, cruise.
air, 350 motor, $9,000,
76xxx miles Can be seen
at 1704 College Farm Rd
Cat after 600 at 474-2014

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 maior
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455

ti

62-lietaerne.Ases.,..•
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GENERAL • MICHELIN
PS

'rugby.

w Open Saturdays Until Noon

CUSTOS, KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOS. WOODWORKING

eilHOIPS‘es

5

All Types Of:

11,0,4

Custom Woodworking

CC

East Main • 753-5606

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
ace SUNBURY • MURRAY (BoNsd Bonny Bread)

FIRESTONE • BF GOODRICH

751-S040
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK
Ten years ago
Louis Zimmerman, new student regent at Murray State University effective July 1, took the
oath of office at a meeting of
MSU Board of Regents on June
23.
J. Rodney Scott of Murray has
an exhibit of his an works at Gallery 100, Irvin Cobb Building,
Paducah.
Sid Easley, Marvin Harris.
Annie Nance and Cheryl Whittaker are new officers of MurrayCalloway County Need Line.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Windy and Robert
Hicks, June 22; a girl to Jean and
Vaughn Andrews, a boy to Jerri
and Scott Lusk, a girl to Camille
and Ronald Hopkins, and a boy
to Maria and Stanley Hobbs, June
23.
Twenty years ago
Kirksey United Methodist
Church will have an open house
at its newly finished sanctuary
and educational building on June
27, according to the Rev. Charles
L. Yancy, pastor,
Dr. Ray Mofield and H. Ed
Chrisman of Murray Rotary Club
attended the 67th annual convention of Rotary International, New
Orleans, La., June 13-17.
Vickie Len Cathey and Michel
Lee Edwards were married recently at Memorial Baptist Church.
Pictured are members of 1946
class of Almo High School at
their 30-year reunion at Colonial
House Smorgasbord. Senior class
officers were L.G. Tubbs, Matthew Williams, Anne Conner and
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John Clendenon.
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 25. the 177th day of 1996. There are 189
Thirty years ago
Airman Roger S. Gordon, son days left in the year.
of Mr. and Mrs. Roy L. Gordon,
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 25, 1876, Lt. Col. George A. Custer and his Seventh
has been assigned to Duluth
International Airport, Minnesota, Cavalry were wiped out by Sioux and Cheyenne Indians in the Battle
after completing Air Force basic of the Little Big Horn in Montana.
On this date:
training.
In 1788, the state of Virginia ratified the U.S. Constitution.
Mary Elizabeth Beale and KenIn 1868, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Georgia, North Carolina and
neth Churchill Imes were married
June 13 at the home of the South Carolina were re-admitted to the Union.
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
In 1888, the Republican National Convention, meeting in Chicago,
nominated Benjamin Harrison for the presidency. (Harrison went on to
Rob Beale.
Births reported include a boy win the election, defeating Grover Cleveland.)
In 1906, a love triangle came to a violent end atop New York's
to Mr. and Mrs. Taz Lamb, June
16; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Scott Madison Square Garden as architect Stanford White, the building's
Schlosser, June 20; a boy to Pfc. designer, was shot to death by Harry Thaw, the jealous husband of
and Mrs. Charles Michael Evelyn Nesbit.
In 1942, some 1,000 British Royal Air Force bombers raided BreBroach, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Nunn, a boy to Mr. and men, Germany, during World War II.
Mrs. Larry Dale Russell, a boy to • In 1950, war broke out on the Korean peninsula as forces from the
Mr. and Mrs. Bud l Downey, and communist North invaded the South.
In 1951, the first commercial color telecast took place as CBS
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Andy
transmitted a one-hour special from New York to four other cities.
Rogers, June 21.
In 1962, the Supreme Court ruled that the use of an unofficial, nonForty years ago
A permit was granted this denominational prayer in New York state public schools was
morning to Jim Buchanan for the unconstitutional.
In 1975, the People's Republic of Mozambique came into being,
operation of a roller rink on
North 18th Street in a hearing ending nearly five centuries of Portuguese rule.
In 1981, the Supreme Court decided that male-only draft registrabefore Calloway County Judge
tion was constitutional.
Waylon Rayburn.
Ten years ago: In a victory for President Reagan, the U.S. House of
Over 200 persons attended the
annual Stewart Cemetery home- Representatives voted 221-to-209 to approve his request for $100 milcoming on June 17. Pictured are lion dollars in military and humanitarian aid to the Nicaraguan
several members of the Stewart contras.
Five years ago: Following months of unsuccessful talks among
family present at the annual
Yugoslavia's six republics about the future of the federation, the westevent.
Mrs. Crossland Overby and T. ern republics of Croatia and Slovenia declared their independence.
One year ago: Warren E. Burger, the 15th chief justice of the
Munsey Steely were married June
United States, died in Washington of congestive heart failure at age
16 at Corinth, Miss.
87. Haiti held its first free election in five years. In an attempt to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robertson and children of Phoenix, provide a more humanized view of their client, attorneys for Oklahoma City bombing suspect Timothy McVeigh released photos and vidAriz., have been visiting relatives
eotape showing McVeigh smiling and relaxed.
here.

DAILY COMICS

DEAR ABBY: I was cheered by
the letter from Mrs. Virginia Harry
calling attention to the fact that
some seniors have extreme difficulty rising from low or even normal
seats. I too have used end tables as
seats in doctors' offices.
After months of embarrassment
at frequently having to ask for
assistance to get to my feet, I developed a self-help trick: When going
out of the house, I carry a tote bag
containing two firm cushions. The
cushions raise any seat four to five
inches. I can use these cushions on
the seats of cars and on chairs in
offices and restaurants, and I cherish the independence they afford me.
Perhaps some other "mobility
impaired" readers will find this
helpful until the furniture designers
come to our aid.
HELEN PFAFFENBERGER,
SAN FRANCISCO
DEAR HELEN.Thank you for
an inventive solution that is
easily available to anyone who
needs it. Not everyone agreed
that redesigning the furniture
is the answer for people who
have difficulty getting up and
down, however. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: This is in response
to Mrs. Virginia Harry, who considers herself among that growing segment of our population known as
"the graying of America." She asked
that the furniture industry recognize their need for couches and
chairs from which they can comfortably rise.
Abby, let the designers of couches and chairs tend to their business
as they will, for we can comfortably
rise, by building strong muscles
around those aging bones.
I am an aerobics instructor and

CONTRA-CT BRIDG

131.0NDIE

Looking Far into the Future

AFTER THE THEN HOW ARE YOU
DAY I'VE
GOING TO MAKE
HAD, I CANT'
DINNER'
EVEN STAND
BEING IN THE
KITCHEN

I'VE SEEN THINKING Agar THAT„

ARE THE ONIONS
BROWN,WHEN THEY
ARE, TURN TNE
HEAT DOwN
•

HAD TO
ASK

East dealer.
already won.
Neither side vulnerable.
In other circumstances, declarer
NORTH
might try driving out the ace of dia463
monds or attempt a heart finesse to
AQ
develop his ninth trick. But either
• K J 10
approach would be foolish here be4AKJ 105 2
cause East is virtually certain to
WEST
EAST
hold both the king of hearts and ace
4974
•A Q J 8 2 of diamonds for his opening bid. A
11,10 7 6 5 2
K 94
trick for Eastin either of these suits,
•86 4
•A 5 3
plus his remaining spades, would
6 IS
+96+87
spell immediate defeat of the conSOUTH
tract.
•K 10 5
However, the fact that East is
J 83
marked with these cards can be used
I HAVE To RUN
•Q 9 7 2
against him. With three tricks alOVER TO THE
4Q 4 3
ready played, declarer should try to
OFFICE FOR A The bidding:
picture what East's hand will conFEW MINUTES. East
South West North
sist of after six rounds of clubs have
1+
Pass
Pass
Dble
been cashed, reducing everyone to
Pass
1NT
Pass
3 NT
four cards.
Opening lead — nine of spades.
Since East has to keeps guard for
The key to success in many deals the king of hearts, his lastfour cards
lies in visualizing whatthe situation will be the K-x of hearts, the ace of
will be after, say, nine or ten tricks diamonds and a spade,in which case
have been played.
the contract is a certainty.
This is not always as difficult as
Accordingly,the clubs are cashed,
it may seem. To illustrate, consider East discarding two diamonds, a
this deal where South is in three heart and a spade. At this point
notrurnp.
dummy has the A-Q of hearts and
Declarer allows East's jack of the K-J of diamonds. A diamond is
spades to hold the first trick, after now led.
which East exits with the ace and
East wins with the ace and cashes
another spade to the king, dummy his good spade, but is then comdiscarding a diamond. At this point, pelled to concede the last two tricks
South can count eight top tricks — to dummy's ace of hearts and king of
six clubs, a heart and the spade diamonds, giving South his game.
Tomorrow: Isolating a menace.

DEAR CANDY: I'm printing
your letter as a reminder that
growing older does not mean
becoming sedentary. A healthy,
flexible body I. available to
those who work for it. Of
course, consult a physician
before beginning any exercise
program.
•• •

DEAR ABBY I am a nursing
supervisor at a local hospital. I
recently received a call from a
nurse's husband stating,'My wife
will not be in to work today because
there's been a death in the family."
I asked the husband in a sincere
and compassionate voice, "Oh, I'm
very sorry ... who died?" The husband replied, "Uh
uhh ... Who
died?"
I replied, "Yes, who died?" The
husband covered the phone and
returned several minutes later and
said,"Oh, it was her father-in-law."
I expressed my condolences, then
innocently asked, "Isn't that your
father?" He then said, "Oh, yeah ...
my father died."
The lesson to be learned is when
dealing with life and death on a
Monday morning, be prepared.
SUZZETTE L. HAACK,
SAN DIEGO
• * •
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L'Als1114E5, ZENITH! I'm
HERE FOR You!

moreinH'S usuALLY 50 —1
tausv WORKING AND DOING
ERRANDS AND TRYINK7 TO
KEEP THE HOUSE TOGETHER...
BUT I'm ON VACATION NOW!
TM ALL 'OURS, AND WE
CAN TALK ABOUT EyeRVrit
IN THE WORLD 40U WANT
TO TALK ABOUT'

WNW AREN'T WE
COmPoSTING OUR
BIODEGRADABLE TRASH?

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
WeLL ,We ye MO A Goa)
LooK Al youR EyES,MRS
PATTERSo N,AND WHAT 5
HAPPENING IS
NORMAL
FoR
.‘11
.c0r4E0NE
JAGE

AS yoU Ger OLDER,ycOR
ES LoSeTHeiR ABILFIV
To Foc-OS,WNtCH MAKES
READING AND cizse UP WoRk
HARCIER
TO DO

LUKE ??!!

cRp$S.VIC
ACROSS
1 Roman 1006
4 Witches
8 Pleat
12 Auricle
13 "— -- the
Roof
14 Central
Amencan oil
tree
15 Ms. Ullmann
16 War
memento
18 Cuts short
20 Spoken
21 Bond
nemesis
22 Shoemaker's
tool
23 Egyptian
goddess
27 Pester
29 — cushion
30 — — fours:
crawling
31 Printer's
measure
32 Damage
33 Yalie
34 Boxing
highlight

(;ARFIEI,I)
I ERIN& VOL) A ME5SAGE
FROM THE OTHER SPiDERS

PHHH NH 7'.'

3 6.2
irN& PAV1,
MALLARD FILLMORE
EVIGINcE CsiecioliNg
f
%ggy
PAy,
•
it L.00k4LlE
tky'Re fiNAUy
GoNNA &top
FRETENDirsiEr „
'`‘/O•litEWATER
DoE40"

.

PEANUTS
HERE'S TNE PLAN,
MARCIE..wE START
DIGGING TONIGHT.

personal trainer who loves to work
with people 55 to 93(the age of my
oldest participant). Many seniors
have abandoned their easy chairs
for fitness walks, aerobics and linedancing classes, and strength training. When they finally do sit down
during their busy daily lives, any
chair or couch will do, and they
have no problem getting back up
when it's time.
I hope your readers will consider a
weekly exercise regime to help build
their strength. What a difference
they'll see in a very short time. Here's
to health and fitness at any age.
CANDY CORLEY,
FOXBORO, MASS.

WE PIG STRAIGHT DOWN
FOR FIVE FEET, AND
THEN WE TUNNEL A
HUNDRED,
(ARDS OUT
AND UNDER THE FENCE..

t's

(abbr.)
35 Las —
37 Club —
38 Dog's foot
39 Part of a foot
40 Big —,CA
41 Applegate ID
42 War god
44 Extremist
47 Haziness
51 Uncooked
52 Cripple
53 Certain
54 Mputh (Latin)
55 RIbruvian
Indian
56 Comedian
Phillips, et al.
57 "Now I — me
down..."
DOWN
1 Gibson and
Tonne
2 "You're So
—"(Carly
Simon song)
3 — Berlin
4 Sings with
closed lips
5 Mimic

Answer to Previous Puzzle
MRS EL I A SEM
MAME UV E R S EGO
AM I
OG
SHARES
SID PLO E NEI
SCAB SRO SPAN
EFT
DON GAY
NEGAUE D
RU
T H
0 R 0 LEN
PE al
TECH ODD
BEMIS
YOM BEE
ECIR
K E A NICI N [f3 LD
NI
AN
MEIRR I NESS
ES PAD El ARE
6-250 1996 United Feature Syndicate
el

6 Descend
(2 wds.)
7 Entangle
8 Director of 17
Down
9 Kimono sash
10 Card game
11 Lair
17'— Dolce

MEM =ME MEM
MEM ME= MOM
MEM MMEMMINIMM
MEM= MOM
Mil MEM MEAN
MEM MEM ME=
MEM MUM ME
MN= 11.11 MEM
ME= MEM ME
MERE IMAM
MEMMINIMEM MEM
ME= MOM MOM
MEM MIMI

Vita'
19 Italian river
22 Ventilate
24 A continent
(abbr.)
25 — Chase
26 Hardly
moving
27 Birthmarks
28 Prayer
ending
29 Dance step
30 Ancient
32 — Gandhi ,
33 Velvet ending
36 Dr. Ross on
"ER'(jolts)
37 Art gallery
38 'Rat—"
40 Common —
41 Chlorine
symbol
43 Omen St.
44 Employs
45 — avis
46 Not at home
47 Roman 2,001
48 Author
Fleming
49 "— 'ern"
(command to
a dog)
50 Full house
(abbr.)

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In our newspaper, your column appeared in its
entirety one day as follows: "Dr. Peter
Gott, The Doctor Says Ban Living."
Aren't you going a little too far?
DEAR READER: Readers often send
me examples of bad headlines that
appear in some newspapers. Many are
hysterical. Yours takes the cake, though.
I remember one instance of
extreme reader confusion when my
column was substituted for a veterinary feature; people became quite
concerned about having heartworm.
In another mix-up, my byline somehow headed up an article on astrology. Some readers thought that I'd
taken leave of my senses.
As they say on Nantucket: Fog happens. Please keep a tongue-in-cheek
attitude when you read something
that is really off-the-wall and your
newspaper indicates that I wrote it.
I may truly have said something
outrageous, but — maybe — there is a
typographical error. I did not say "ban
living," although I must admit that
some days I wish I had.
You might be interested to learn
that some editors cannot resist
expressing a sense of humor on occa
sion. What looks like a typo may, in
reality, be intentional.
Several years ago, one of the most
respected medical textbooks was
updated and re-published. We medical
students, who thronged to buy this
new edition, were stunned and
delighted to see the following item in
the index — in the INDEX, mind you
Birds, for the (pp. 1-1, 281). I swear
this really happened.
Keep a sense of humor at all times.
(Gott's rule.)
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have found that
feverfew and lavender in liquid form
taken daily as a preventive works for
migraines. A two-week supply costs
about $8 — a far cry from some prescription medications. I should add
that my sister tried feverfew in capsule form and it upset her stomach
While the liquid is bitter and somewhat unpleasant, when added to a liquid it is tolerable.
DEAR READER: OK. This is a new
one for me. This herbal remedy is
safe, so if it works for you, fine -- as
long as your doctor approves of it.
The customary therapy for
migraine includes Imitrex injections,
beta blockers for prevention, and
other analgesics.
To give you more information, I am
sending you copies of my Health
Reports "Headaches" and "Fads II:
Herbs and Other Healing Fads."
Other readers who would like copies
should send $2 for each report plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P 0 Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York. NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title(s).
1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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DEATHS

I

Stock Market Report

Mrs. Katherine Brandon Deaton
Mrs. Katherine Brandon Deaton, 80, Sunny Lane, Murray, died
today, June 25, 1996, at 3:25 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She had retired from Black Clawson Manufacturing Co., Middletown, Ohio. A graduate of Hazel High School, she was a member of
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.
Born June 8, 1916, at Hazel, she was the daughter of the late Robert
P. Brandon and Addie Paschall Brandon. Also preceding her in death
were three sisters, Modest Brandon, Junclla Lassiter and Rachel Brandon, and three brothers, Noble Brandon, Paschall Brandon and J.Y.
Brandon.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Angelyn B. Parks, and one
brother, Perry Boyd Brandon and wife, Monese, Murray; a sister-inlaw, Jessie B. Brandon, Westland, Mich.; a brother-in-law, Robert L.
Lassiter, Hazel; five nieces; six nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Bob Saywell will officiate.
Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Hugh Randy Barnes
Karen Rena Braboy Barnes
Joint funeral rites for Hugh Randy Barnes, 45, and Karen Rena Braboy Barnes, 42, will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, 138 East Main St., Cadiz. The Rev. Terry Mitcheson will officiate. Rhonda Mitcheson will be pianist. Burial will follow in Trigg Memory Acres, Cadiz.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Memorials may be made to Barnes Memorial Fund for Shannon,
Brandc, and Heather (daughters of the couple) at Trigg County Farmers Bank, P.O. Box 500, Cadiz, KY 42211.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes of 2704 Ridge Ave., Rockford, Ill., died from
injuries sustained in a traffic accident on Highway 68, Cadiz, on
Saturday, June 22, 1996, at 12:15 p.m. One of their daughters, Heather, was injured and is now hospitalized at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Mrs. Barnes was employed as a contractor settlement clerk with
Landstar Inway, Inc., Rockford. She was born Dec. 7, 1953, at Murray. Mr. Barnes was employed as a service manager with Penske Auto
Centers, Rockford. He was born April 9, 1951, at Murray.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Barnes were members of Vineyard Ministeries
of Roscoe and of the Country Joy Bluegrass Gospel Band. They also
were graduates of Calloway County High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnes are survived by three daughters, Mrs. Shannon
Jordan and husband, Ian, Miss Brande Barnes and Miss Heather Barnes, all of Rockford.
Mrs. Barnes is survived by her father, R.H. Braboy and wife, Jane
Thomas Braboy, Hopkinsville; her mother, Mrs. Betty Mitcheson
Hunter and husband. Robert Hunter, Trigg County; two brothers, Barry Braboy, Cadiz, and David Braboy, Hopkinsville.
Mr. Barnes is survived by his parents, Hubert Curtis and Joan Parker Barnes, Tampa, Fla.; one brother, Kern Barnes and wife, Beth,
Lebanon, Tenn.; two nephews, Kern Curtis Barnes Jr. and Jody David
Barnes; his maternal grandmother, Mrs. Lula Parker, Metropolis, Ill.

A local farmer was witness to a showdown vote In Congress last week when
the U.S. House of Representatives defeated a proposal by Illinois Rep.
Richard Durbin to prohibit extension agents from working with tobacco
farmers. Mark Paschall, pictured, back right center, was one of thirteen
Kentucky tobacco growers who took part In a two-day grass-roots lobbying
effort directed at defeating the Durbin amendment. The trip was organized by
Kentucky Farm Bureau. The Kentuckians joined forces with a group oi
Virginia tobacco producers and visited more than 80 congressional offices
the day before and the day of the June 12th vote. The amendment was
defeated by a razor-thin margin of 210 for and 212 against. It was one of a
number of proposed amendments to the 1997 agricultural spending
legislation considered by House members that day. Paschall said the trip to
Washington was a tightly organized activity, targeting House members who
were considered potential supporters for the approximately $19 million In
federal funds which covered extension support of tobacco growers as well as
crop insurance for the crop. Kentucky Farm Bureau President Bill Sprague,
who headed the delegation, said the trip was put together quickly when It
became apparent that the Durbin amendment would be offered. A similar
effort by the anti-tobacco legislator last year lost by 23 votes, but electionyear pressures and the current hostile political climate around tobacco gave
Indications that this years vote would be closer.

Lawrence Lamb
Lawrence Lamb, 86, Benton, Olive community, died Monday, June
24, 1996, at 2:05 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
His wife, Mrs. Mildred Lamb, and one sister preceded him in death.
He was the son of the late Gentry Lamb and Julia Brown Lamb. A
carpenter, he was a member of Olive United Methodist Church.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Gilda Driver and Mrs. June
Smith, Benton, and Mrs. Betty Jo Brown, Symsonia; one son, Gary
Lamb, Benton; 12 grandchildren; 24 great-grandchildren; five greatgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe of Murray will officiate.
Burial will be in Horn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Fanny Louise Hope
The funeral for Mrs. Fanny Louise Hope was today at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Larry Daniel
officiated. Dwane Jones was organist. Burial was in Dixon Cemetery
at Grand Rivers.
Mrs. Hope, 85, died Saturday, June 22, 1996, at 6:10 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home. Her husband, Ellis Wendell Hope, died in 1968.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Pauletta Hohman and husband, Gary, Murray, and Mrs. Sandra Louis Ricks, Sarasota, Fla.; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Daphine Leppert and husband, Don, Naples, Fla.;
two granddaughters, Mrs. Kristin Hansen and husband, Kenneth,
Evansville, Ind., and Dana Lynn Hohman, Murray; one greatgrandson, Kenneth F. Hansen III, Evansville, Ind.

Jim Hillman'Dyer
Services for Jim Hillman Dyer will be Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the
chapesf%of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. Burial will follow in Hooper Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mr. Dyer, 85, Murray, died Sunday, June 23, 1996, at 9:57 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
He was retired from the coal mines. Born Nov. 30, 1910, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late William Dyer and Laura Dyer.
One son, William Dyer, one sister, Josephine Shroat, and one brother,
Wilbur Dyer, preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ravenell Snider, Louisville;
three sisters, Mrs. Maude Scott, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Ailene Miller, Florida, and Mrs. Verbale Russell, Mayfield; one brother, Brown Dyer,
Alabama; eight grandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

Paducah leader dies Monday
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — W.C.
Young, a labor and civil rights
leader and long active in politics,
died at 77 after a lengthy illness.
Young, who died Monday,
received many honors, including
having a labor-leader award
named for him. In 1994, he was
the first recipient of the W.C.
Young Labor Award.
Young's career began more
than 50 years ago when he was
hired at the old Illinois Central
railroad shops and joined the
Brotherhood of Railway Clerks
Union. In 1955, he became secretary of the local American Federation of Labor, prior to its merger with the Congress of Industrial Organizations.
In 1964, he began two decades
of wort outside of Paducah, but
continued to call Paducah his
home. He first became a full-time
aide to Gov. Ned Breathiu.
Four years later, Young
became a field director for the
AFL-CIO's Committee on Political Education Minority Department in Washington, D.C.
In 1977, he was transferred to
Chicago to head COPE's activities in seven Midwestern states.
After a reorganization, he served
the union in three states until his
retirement in 1989.
At the age of 75, he worked for
then-U.S. Rep Tom Barlow as a
field representative.
In 1993, Young traveled to

WACKY
WEDNESDAY

THRIFTY
THURSDAY

With any Pepsi
product label, or can.

Bring a group of
15 or more & receive

2.00 off

2.00
off
per person.

.i/nt

It nrrh aft., 4 PM

South Africa representing the
AFL-CIO on a mission to find
out what Americans could do
through their experiences to help
blacks gain equal rights.
Young was selected because he
worked in the South during the
early 1950s to help register
blacks to vote and gain equal
rights.
Funeral arrangements were
incomplete.
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'Wheat Lyons is a market milker In this stock.
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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Federal Stale Market Nem Service Jane 25, 11014
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Markel Roped Iodides 2
Buying Stalled, lecelpta Act 11$ Ed 275 Barrens
Oils LH higher Sods 1.15-2.15 Mabee
US 1-3 2.3*-244 lbs____ -----------$52.64-53.11111
US 1-3 215-224
7/41-54-51
US 3-4 250-2114 lbs.151.54-5234
US 1-2 206-215
54234-44.54
Sens
US 1-2 275-3541 tbs..
542.1141-43.41
US 1-3 31111-4541 lbs.
543.441-44.41

US 1-3 4511-52.5
US 1-3 525• up lb..
US 2-3 1•1-5111 ltd
Boars 134-541.31.34

-344.60-4545
. Mid-53M
$41.40-42.1*
1.1

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
Are you losing your
major medical health
insurance? Call, I can
assist you in this,guaranteed issue. Also
property and casualty
insurance, and assist
in your real estate
needs.

will be parked every
Wednesday from 4:-6 p.m.
at

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Mu rra y
Next to Arby's

Dallas Willoughby

767-0493

Trouble Sleeping?...Stressed Out?...Tense?
If you are over 18, in generally good health, and
qualify to participate in either our insomnia or
anxiety trial you will receive the following
a FREE OF CHARGE...
***Physical Exams (with vital signs)
***Laboratory Evaluations (incl. urine drug screens)
***ECGs
***Investigational Medication
***Supportive Counseling (during course of trial)
For free confidential screening

(800) 445-6992

Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.
"Putting the future to the test"

ONE DAY ONLY
Wednesday, June 26

TJ-C-115enney -I. Murray, Ky. Only:

New Wave
Pool Open!
1,6,V1
vo9t0 okOma,"
exch.;
two. cityone! ?Sfideipe
WEEKLY SPECIALS •
0
OPEN DAILY: 10 A.M. - 7 P.M.

general admission

-

• 'ie.'t

.• dit,.4.
644...016 •

To OFF

311

'Must Present
Coupon

I You choose the item - we'll take 30% off the regular price! I
I
One item only.
I
1 (Does not include gift certificates, catalog, styling salon, gift wrap,fragrances, Value Right, sale or clearance Urns. May not be I

redeemed for cash, used for payment on account, or In combination with any other JCPenney coupon.)
PAW
I
-T.. •.-rd Witt]. allirlar. tra![Mal
I
L ...
mi. ... am ma am ii um mil am me
me
um usna mm smi IN= ill
Office Phone:
Catalog Phone:
759-1400
759-4080

(tine person must pay for the group)

JCPenney

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Frl. 8-8
Sat. 8-6
Sun. 1-5

other ch, molt

Two Miles East of Exit 40,1-24, Eddyville, KY • 502-388-7999

vs,

74••

•

0,.?‘

","
1

-

Store Hours:
Monday-Saturday
10:00-9:00
Sunday 12:30-5:30

